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A BSTRACT. Let K be an algebraically closed, complete, non-Archimedean valued field of characteristic zero, and let X be a K-analytic space (in the sense of Huber). In this work, we pursue a
non-Archimedean characterization of Campana’s notion of specialness. We say X is K-analytically
special if there exists a connected, finite type algebraic group G/K, a dense open subset U ⊂ Gan
with codim(Gan \ U) > 2, and an analytic morphism U → X which is Zariski dense.
With this definition, we prove several results which illustrate that this definition correctly captures
Campana’s notion of specialness in the non-Archimedean setting. These results inspire us to make
non-Archimedean counterparts to conjectures of Campana. As preparation for our proofs, we prove
auxiliary results concerning the indeterminacy locus of a meromorphic mapping between K-analytic
spaces, the notion of pseudo-K-analytically Brody hyperbolic, and extensions of meromorphic maps
from smooth, irreducible K-analytic spaces to the analytification of a semi-abelian variety.

1. Introduction
The study of rational points on varieties over number fields is one of the fundamental questions
in arithmetic geometry. For curves, we have a good understanding of the behaviour of the rational
points, and this behaviour is governed by the genus of the curve. If the curve has genus g 6 1,
then the rational points on the curve become infinite after a finite extension of the base number
field; in this case, we say the curve is arithmetically special. If the curve has genus g > 2, then
a famous result of Faltings [Fal83] asserts that the rational points on the curve are finite over any
number field, and in this case, we say the curve is arithmetically hyperbolic. It is natural to ask if
a similar dichotomy holds for higher dimensional varieties.
The deep and contrasting conjectures of Lang [Lan86, p. 161–162] and Campana [Cam04, Section 9] posit that such a relationship holds for certain classes of varieties. Lang’s conjecture asserts
that a variety of general type over a number field is pseudo-arithmetically hyperbolic ([Jav20, Definition 7.2]), and Campana’s conjecture claims that a special variety (Definition 5.2) over a number
field is arithmetically special (Definition 5.17). There has been significant progress on both of these
conjectures (see e.g., [Fal91, Fal94, Voj96, Voj99] and [HT00a, HT00b, BT00] and the excellent book
[Nic20] for more references). Since understanding the arithmetic properties of such varieties is
difficult, we seek other ways to describe being of general type and special. There exist (conjectural) complex analytic characterizations of these notions (see e.g., [Lan86, Kob98] and [Cam04]),
and recently, there has been work on providing a (conjectural) non-Archimedean characterization
of general type (see e.g., [Che94, Che96, JV18, Mor21, Sun20]).
Main contributions. In this work, we offer a non-Archimedean interpretation of Campana’s notion of specialness with the desideratum that our interpretation is equivalent to other characterizations of specialness. Our definition is motivated by the (conjectural) complex analytic analogue
of specialness, which goes by the name Brody special (Definition 5.11) and states that a complex
manifold is Brody special if there exists a dense entire map from C to it. For example, the complex
analytification of an abelian variety is Brody special by the Riemann uniformization theorem.
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A natural first guess for a non-Archimedean analogue of this notion would be to ask for a
dense analytic morphism from non-Archimedean analytification of A1 or Gm into our analytic
space. However, results of Cherry [Che94] tell us that is definition will not suffice. For example,
the non-Archimedean analytification of an abelian variety with good reduction will not admit any
non-constant morphism from the these spaces, and since these analytic spaces should be special
we see that this naive notion does not suffice.
Instead of testing specialness on non-Archimedean entire curves, we will test on big analytic
opens of the non-Archimedean analytification of connected algebraic groups. To set notation for
our definition, let K be an algebraically closed, complete, non-Archimedean valued field of characteristic zero, let X be a K-analytic space (in the sense of Huber), and let Xan denote the nonArchimedean analytification of a variety X over K.
Definition 1.1. We say that X is K-analytically special if there exists a connected, finite type algebraic
group G/K, a dense open subset U ⊂ Gan with codim(Gan \ U) > 2, and an analytic morphism
U → X which is Zariski dense.

We highlight two points in the above definition. First, it may seem unnatural to test whether
a K-analytic space is K-analytically special by asking for the existence of a Zariski dense analytic
morphism a big analytic open of an algebraic group, however we provide explanations for these
conditions in Example 6.3 and Remark 6.6. The second is that we do not require our K-analytic
space to be compact. This allows us to avoid the language of logarithmic geometry and orbifolds
when working with non-compact K-analytic space, which eliminates some technical difficulties.
We prove several results to illustrate that our definition correctly captures Campana’s notion of
specialness (Definition 5.2 and Definition 5.4). Our first result states that a K-analytically special
K-analytic space cannot dominate a positive dimensional pseudo-K-analytically Brody hyperbolic
K-analytic space, which can be viewed as a non-Archimedean version of [Cam04, Proposition
9.27]. We refer the reader to Section 4 for the definition and a discussion of the notion of pseudoK-analytically Brody hyperbolic.
Theorem A. Let K be an algebraically closed, complete, non-Archimedean valued field of characteristic
zero, and let X, Y be irreducible, reduced, separated K-analytic spaces. If Y is a K-analytically special Kanalytic space and X is a positive dimensional pseudo-K-analytically Brody hyperbolic K-analytic space
(Definition 4.1), then there is no dominant morphism Y → X.

Using Theorem A, we are able to identify several classes of K-analytically special K-analytic
spaces in terms of their intrinsic geometry and certain abelian properties of their fundamental
group. We recall that our guiding principle is that the notions of specialness and being of general
type contrast each other.
In [Mor21], the first author proved that a closed subvariety X of a semi-abelian variety over
K is of logarithmic general type if and only if it is pseudo-K-analytically Brody hyperbolic. This
result builds off of the works [Abr94, Nog98], where the authors show that the first condition is
equivalent to the special locus of X being properly contained in X, which essentially means that
X is not the translate of a semi-abelian subvariety. With our guiding principle in mind, we use
results of Vojta and Theorem A to prove that X being a translate of a semi-abelian subvariety is
equivalent to Xan being K-analytically special.
Theorem B. Let K be an algebraically closed, complete, non-Archimedean valued field of characteristic
zero. Let G/K be a semi-abelian variety, and let X ⊂ G be a closed subvariety. Then, X is the translate of a
semi-abelian subvariety if and only if Xan is K-analytically special.
We point out that the analogous result for Brody special (i.e., for complex analytic varieties)
holds due to work of [Abr94, Nog98, Cam04]. We also note that results of Iitaka [Iit76, Theorems
2 & 4] (see also Vojta’s result in [Voj99, Theorem 5.15]) and Campana [Cam04, Theorem 5.1] imply that if X is a translate of a semi-abelian variety, then X is a special variety (see Definition 5.6
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for the notion of special non-proper variety). The techniques of the proof of Theorem B can easily be adapted to the algebraic case, thus giving us the opposite implication of this result, see
Theorem 7.17. We record such a result as an immediate corollary to Theorem B.
Corollary C. Let K be an algebraically closed, complete, non-Archimedean valued field of characteristic
zero. Let G/K be a semi-abelian variety, and let X ⊂ G be a closed subvariety. Then, X is special if and
only if Xan is K-analytically special.
Our final main result is related to the abelianity conjecture of Campana [Cam04, Conjecture 7.1].
This conjecture postulates that for a variety X/C, being special is equivalent to the topological
fundamental group of the complex analytification of X being virtually abelian (i.e., it contains
a finite index abelian subgroup). For results concerning this abelianity conjecture, we refer the
reader to [Cam04, Theorem 7.8], [Yam10, Theorem 1.1], and [JR20, Theorem 1.12].
The development of fundamental groups for a non-Archimedean analytic space has a rich history, which we briefly exposit. Berkovich K-analytic spaces posses nice topological properties. For
example, an important result of Berkovich [Ber99, Corollary 9.6] says that a smooth, connected
Berkovich K-analytic space admits a topological universal covering which is a simply connected
K-analytic space, and hence one can describe the topological fundamental group of a Berkovich
K-analytic space via loops modulo homotopy. This illustrates that Berkovich K-analytic spaces
have similarities to complex manifolds, however we note that the topological fundamental group
does not detect interesting arithmetic properties of a variety; indeed, the topological fundamental
group of the analytification of any variety over K with good reduction is trivial.
While there are too few topological coverings, working directly with the étale fundamental
group of a Berkovich K-analytic space is unwieldly (see e.g., [dJ95, Proposition 7.4]). To remedy
this, André [And03] introduced the tempered fundamental group of a Berkovich K-analytic space,
which sits between the topological and étale fundamental groups and provides us with the correct
fundamental group to study non-Archimedean analogues of Campana’s abelianity conjectures.
As a first step in this direction, we prove that the Berkovich analytification of a projective surface
with negative Kodaira dimension is K-analytically special if and only if its tempered fundamental
group is virtually abelian; see [BL00, Theorem 3.1] for the analogous complex analytic statement.
Theorem D. Let K be an algebraically closed, complete, non-Archimedean valued field of characteristic
zero, and let X/K is a smooth, projective surface with negative Kodaira dimension. Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) X has irregularity q(X) = h0 (X, Ω1X ) less than 2;
(2) Xan is K-analytically special;
temp
(3) the tempered fundamental group π1 (Xan ) of Xan is virtually abelian.
The above results inspire us to formulate non-Archimedean counterparts to conjectures of Campana. Below, we present shortened versions of these conjectures as many of the definitions have
been omitted from our discussion up to this point. For precise statements of these conjectures, we
refer the reader to Section 9.
Conjecture 1.2 (Non-Archimedean Campana’s conjectures). Let X/K be a smooth projective variety.
Then, the following are equivalent:
(1) X is special (Definition 5.2, Definition 5.4);
(2) Xan is k-analytically special.
Conjecture 1.3 (Non-Archimedean Campana’s abelianity conjecture for fundamental groups). Let
temp
X/K be a smooth projective variety. If Xan is K-analytically special, then π1 (Xan ) is virtually abelian.
Preparatory results. In order to prove the above theorems, we need to prove three auxiliary results, which we believe to be of independent interest.
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The first one (Theorem 3.1) concerns the indeterminacy locus of a meromorphic mapping between K-analytic spaces and is a non-Archimedean analogue of a result due to Remmert [Rem57].
The proof presented in that section has been provided to us by Brian Conrad. We use this result to show that our notion of K-analytically special is a bi-meromorphic invariant, which is a
crucial property (see e.g., the proof of Theorem D). Roughly speaking, a K-analytic space being Kanalytically special means that it admits a dominant, meromorphic map from an algebraic group,
and so in order for this notion to be a bi-meromorphic invariant, we need to understand the indeterminancy locus of a general meromorphic map. Theorem 3.1 states that when the source is
normal and the target is reduced and proper, the domain of definition of a meromorphic map is an
open analytic subset whose complement has codimension at least two. Note that this is precisely
is the condition we require in our definition of K-analytically special.
For the second result, we begin by offering a new, more natural definition of pseudo-K-analytically
Brody hyperbolic (Definition 4.1) and deduce an equivalent way of testing this notion (Theorem 4.4),
which brings it closer in line with our notion of K-analytically special. To expand on this, the
first definition of pseudo-K-analytically Brody hyperbolic appeared in [Mor21, Definition 2.2]
and contained a seemingly unnatural condition of studying algebraic maps from big algebraic
opens of abelian varieties. Moreover, with this original definition, it is unclear if the statement of
Theorem A is true. To fix this issue, we modify this definition to test pseudo-K-analytically Brody
hyperbolicity on big analytic opens of analytifications of algebraic groups and prove that one can
actually test this notion on analytic maps from Gan
m,K and from big analytic opens of analytifications
of abelian varieties. With this new definition, we immediately arrive at Theorem A.
The final preparatory theorem (Theorem 7.4) is an extension result concerning meromorphic
maps from smooth, irreducible adic spaces to the analytification of a semi-abelian variety, which
is a non-Archimedean analogue of [BLR90, Section 8.4, Corollary 6] and [Moc12, Lemma A.2].
We use this result and Theorem 4.4 show that [Mor21, Theorem A] remains true with our new
definition of pseudo-K-analytically Brody hyperbolic (see Proposition 7.10). Equipped with this
fact, the proof of Theorem B follows from utilizing results of Vojta [Voj99] on the Ueno fibration of
a closed subvariety of a semi-abelian variety.
Organization. The paper has two parts. Sections 2, 3, and 4 form the first part and consist of
background material and auxiliary results. The remaining sections focus on defining and proving
results related to our notion of K-analytically special. More precisely, we organize the paper as
follows.
In Section 2, we review non-Archimedean analytic spaces, describe several properties preserved
by analytification, and study the sheaf of meromorphic functions on a taut locally strongly Noetherian adic space. In Section 3, we prove Theorem 3.1, following the proof given to us by Brian
Conrad, which is a non-Archimedean analogue of a theorem of Remmert stating that the indeterminacy locus of a meromorphic morphism between a normal and a proper non-Archimedean
analytic space has codimension at least two. In Section 4, we give a new definition of pseudo-Kanalytically Brody hyperbolic and deduce an equivalent way of testing this notion (Theorem 4.4).
We begin our discussion on the various notions of specialness in Section 5 and offer our nonArchimedean characterization of specialness, which we call K-analytically special, in Section 6. In
this section, we prove several basic properties of being K-analytically special and our first main
theorem (Theorem A). In Section 7, we prove our second main theorem (Theorem B) concerning when a closed subvariety of a semi-abelian variety is K-analytically special. In Section 8, we
prove our final main theorem (Theorem D) which characterizes when a projective surface of negative Kodaira dimension is K-analytically special in terms of its tempered fundamental group. To
conclude, we make non-Archimedean counterparts to Campana’s conjectures in Section 9.
Conventions. We establish the following to be used throughout.
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Fields and algebraic geometry. We will let k denote an algebraically closed field of characteristic
zero and let K be an algebraically closed, complete, non-Archimedean valued field of characteristic
zero. A variety X over a field will be an integral, separated scheme of finite type over said field. We
will use KX to denote the canonical divisor on X and q(X) = h0 (X, Ω1X ) to denote the irregularity
of X. For a smooth variety X/k and a line bundle L on X, we use κ(X, L) to denote the Iitaka
dimension of L, which we briefly recall. For each m > 0 such that h0 (X, L⊗m ) 6= 0, the linear
system |L⊗m | induces a rational map from X to a projective space of dimension h0 (X, L⊗m ) − 1.
The Iitaka dimension of L is the maximum over all m > 1 of the dimension of the image for this
rational map. The Kodaira dimension κ(X) of X is the Iitaka dimension of the canonical bundle.
Analytic spaces. We will make use of various analytifications of a variety X over a field.
When k = C, we will use Xan to denote the complex analytification of X, which corresponds to
taking the complex valued points X(C) of X.
When k = K, we will denote the adic space associated with X by Xan (as in [Hub94]). Sometimes we will need to consider the corresponding Berkovich space and we denote the Berkovich
analytification of X by XBer (as in [Ber90] or good Berkovich K-analytic spaces in [Ber93]). As these
non-Archimedean analytifications are fundamental objects in our study, we devote Section 2 to
describing their properties and relationships. When referring to rigid analytic, Berkovich, and
adic spaces which may not be algebraic, we will use script notation X, Y, Z. In our work, all rigid
analytic spaces over Sp(K) are taut, all Berkovich K-analytic spaces are strict and Hausdorff, and
all adic spaces are taut, locally strongly Noetherian, and locally of finite type over Spa(K, K◦ ), unless otherwise stated. We will mainly use adic spaces but sometimes we need to refer to a different
type of analytic space and will make it clear as to which category of analytic space we are using in
certain instances.
That being said, whenever we refer to a K-analytic space, we mean a taut, locally strongly Noetherian, and locally of finite type adic space over Spa(K, K◦ ).
Acknowledgments. We are very grateful to Brian Conrad for supplying the proof of Theorem 3.1
and to Ariyan Javanpeykar for the suggestion to look at big opens for the definition of K-analytically
special. We also thank Marta Benozzo, Marc-Hubert Nicole, and Remy van Dobben de Bruyn for
helpful conversations and extend our thanks to Lea Beneish, Ariyan Javanpeykar, Marc-Hubert
Nicole, and Alberto Vezzani for useful comments on a first draft.
2. Preliminaries on non-Archimedean analytic spaces
In this section, we provide necessary background on non-Archimedean analytic spaces. In particular, we describe the equivalence between certain subcategories of rigid analytic, Berkovich
K-analytic, and adic spaces, recall basic properties of adic spaces, discuss properties of analytifications of algebraic varieties and algebraic morphisms, and finally introduce the sheaf of meromorphic functions on a taut locally strongly Noetherian adic space.
2.1. Comparisons between rigid analytic, Berkovich K-analytic spaces, and adic spaces. To begin, we recall the comparision between rigid analytic, Berkovich K-analytic, and adic spaces.
Theorem 2.2 ([Ber93, Theorem 1.6.1], [Hub96, Proposition 8.3.1]). The category of taut rigid analytic
spaces over Sp(K) is equivalent to the category of Hausdorff strict Berkovich K-analytic spaces.
Theorem 2.3 ([Hub96, Proposition 8.3.1], [Hen16, Theorem 0.1]). The category of taut adic spaces
locally of finite type over Spa(K, K◦ ) is equivalent to the category of Hausdorff strict Berkovich K-analytic
spaces. At the level of topological spaces, this equivalence sends an adic space X to its universal Hausdorff
quotient [X].
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Remark 2.4. We note that the adic space associated with an algebraic variety is an example of a taut
adic space locally of finite type, and since it will be relevant in Subsection 7.3, we emphasize that
Theorem 2.3 tells us that taut adic spaces locally of finite type are not Hausdorff.
We also recall that the notions of properness and finiteness are equivalent for rigid analytic and
Berkovich K-analytic spaces.
Lemma 2.5. Let X, Y be rigid analytic spaces over K, and let XBer , YBer denote the associated Berkovich
K-analytic spaces. Let f : X → Y denote a morphism of rigid analytic spaces, and let fBer : XBer → YBer
denote the associated morphism of Berkovich K-analytic spaces. Then,
(1) f is proper if and only if fBer is proper,
(2) f is finite if and only if fBer is finite.
Proof. This follows from [Ber90, Proposition 3.3.2] and [Ber93, Example 1.5.3].



2.6. Basic properties of adic spaces. We now recall the notion of reduced, normal, and irreducible
adic spaces following [Man20].
Definition 2.7 ([Man20, Definition 1.3]). The adic space X is normal (resp. reduced ) if it can be
covered by affinoid adic spaces of the form Spa(A, A+ ) where A is normal (resp. reduced).
Definition 2.8 ([Man20, Definition 1.11]). The adic space X is irreducible if it cannot be written as
the disjoint union of two proper closed adic subspaces.
2.9. Properties of analytifications of algebraic morphisms. We now discuss facts concerning the
analytification functor from locally finite type K-schemes to adic spaces over K. The analogous
results for rigid analytic spaces over K and Berkovich K-analytic are treated in [Con99, Section 5]
and [Ber90, Section 3.4], respectively.
Lemma 2.10. Let X be a K-scheme which is locally of finite type, and let Xan (resp. XBer ) denote the adic
space (resp. Berkovich K-analytic space) associated with X. Then,
(1) X is reduced if and only if Xan (resp, XBer ) is reduced,
(2) X is normal if and only if Xan (resp. XBer ) is normal,
(3) X is separated if and only if Xan is separated (resp. |XBer | is Hausdorff),
(4) X is smooth if and only if Xan (resp. XBer ) is smooth,
(5) X is irreducible if and only if Xan (resp. XBer ) is irreducible.
Proof. The first and second statements follow from [Ber90, Proposition 3.4.3] for Berkovich Kanalytic spaces and from [Con99, Theorem 5.1.3.(1)] and [Hub96, §1.1.11.(c)] for adic spaces. The
third statement follows from [Ber90, Theorem 3.4.8.(1)] for Berkovich K-analytic spaces and from
[Con99, Theorem 5.2.1] and [Hub96, Remark 1.3.19] for adic spaces. The fourth statement follows from [Ber90, Proposition 3.4.6.(3)] for Berkovich K-analytic spaces and from [Con99, Theorem
5.2.1] and [Hub96, Proposition 1.7.11] for adic spaces. The fifth statement follows from [Duc17,
Proposition 2.7.16] for Berkovich K-analytic spaces and from [Con99, Theorem 2.3.1] and [Hub96,
§1.1.11.(c)] for adic spaces. We mention that irreducibility of a Berkovich K-analytic space refers
to irreducibility in the Zariski analytic topology (see [Duc17, §1.5.1] for the definition).

Lemma 2.11. Let f : X → Y be a locally of finite type morphism of varieties over K, and let fan : Xan → Y an
(resp. fBer : XBer → Y Ber ) denote the associated morphism of adic spaces (resp. Berkovich K-analytic spaces).
Then, fan (resp. fBer ) is partially proper (resp. boundaryless).
Proof. The second statement follows from [Ber93, Proposition 1.5.5.(ii)] since XBer and Y Ber are
boundaryless Berkovich K-analytic spaces.
For the first statement we first note that the first statement and [Ber93, Section 1.6] imply that
the associated morphism of rigid analytic spaces is partially proper, and now the result follows

from [Hub96, Remark 1.3.19.(iii)].
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Lemma 2.12. Let f : X → Y be a locally of finite type morphism of varieties over K, and let fan : Xan → Y an
(resp. fBer : XBer → Y Ber ) denote the associated morphism of adic spaces (resp. Berkovich K-analytic spaces).
Then,
(1) f is surjective if and only if fan (resp. fBer ) is surjective,
(2) f is flat if and only if fan (resp. fBer ) is flat.
Proof. The first (resp. second) statement for fan follows from Lemma 2.11 and [Hub96, p. 487, part
(b)] (resp. [Hub96, Lemma (1.1.10.(iii)]). The statements for fBer can be found in [Ber90, Proposition
3.4.6].

Lemma 2.13. Let f : X → Y be a locally of finite type morphism of varieties over K, and let fan : Xan → Y an
(resp. fBer : XBer → Y Ber ) denote the associated morphism of adic spaces (resp. Berkovich K-analytic spaces).
If f is flat, then fan (resp. fBer ) is flat and partially proper (resp. boundaryless) and open.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.11, Lemma 2.12.(2), and [Duc17, Theorem 9.2.3 and Remark
9.2.4] and [Hub96, p. 425].

2.14. The sheaf of meromorphic functions on an adic space. To conclude this preliminaries section, we define the sheaf of meromorphic functions on a taut, locally strongly Noetherian adic
space over Spa(K, K◦ ). We follow the exposition of Bosch [Bos82].
First, we define the sheaf locally for a strongly Noetherian affinoid adic space. For any ring R,
denote by Q(R) its total ring of fractions. Let X = Spa(A, A+ ) be an affinoid adic space where A
is strongly Noetherian. Let U ⊂ X be a rational subset. By [Hub94, (II.I.IV)], the restriction map
OX (X) → OX (U) is flat, and hence it gives us a homomorphism between the corresponding total
rings of fractions. Moreover, we can define a presheaf MX on the set of rational subset U of X via
MX (U) = Q(OX (U)).
Lemma 2.15. Let f = g/h ∈ Q(OX (X)) where g, h ∈ OX (X) and h is not a zero-divisor. Consider the
presheaf (OX : f) which associates with each rational subset U ⊂ X, the OX (U)-ideal
(OX (U) : f) := {a ∈ OX (U) : af ∈ OX (U)} .
Then, (OX : f) is a coherent OX -module.
Proof. The proof is identical to that from [Bos82, Lemma 2.1].



Lemma 2.16. The presheaf MX defines a sheaf on X.
Proof. The proof follows in the same manner as [Bos82, Lemma 2.2], and so we will only offer a
sketch. Let {U1 , . . . , Un } denote an open cover X = Spa(A, A+ ) by rational subsets. Consider the
functions fi ∈ MX (Ui ) such that fi|U ∩U = fj|U ∩U for all 1 6 i, j 6 n. By Lemma 2.15, we can
i
j
i
j
construct the coherent OU -ideal (OUi : fi ). These ideals will coincide on all intersections Ui ∩ Uj
and hence will glue together to form a coherent OX -module, which we denote by J. Using the
Noether decomposition theorem, we can see that not all elements of J(X) are zero-divisors in
OX (X). Let h ∈ J(X) denote such an element. Now (h|Ui )fi ∈ OX (Ui ) for all i, and since they
coincide on Ui ∩ Uj , they glue to define a function g ∈ OX (X). Therefore, we can define a global
element f = g/h ∈ MX (X) that restricts to fi on Ui and can be shown to be unique.

Using the above results, we can globalize this construction.
Definition 2.17. Let X be a taut, locally strongly Noetherian adic space over Spa(K, K◦ ). We define
the sheaf of meromorphic functions on X as follows. Consider an affinoid open cover {Ui } of X where
each Ui = Spa(Ai , A+
i ) for Ai a strongly Notherian ring. By Lemma 2.16, we can define the sheaf
MUi for each Ui and glue these together to get a global sheaf MX .
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Remark 2.18. The stalk at x ∈ X is Q(OX,x ). Any non-zero-divisor germ h ∈ OX,x can be extended
to a function on an affinoid neighborhood U of x such that h is not a zero-divisor in OX (U).
Definition 2.19. For each global meromorphic function f ∈ MX (X), the coherent OX -ideal (OX : f)
can be constructed via Lemma 2.15, and we will call this ideal sheaf the ideal of denominators of f.
We now define the indeterminacy locus of a global meromorphic function f ∈ MX (X). To do
so, we briefly recall [Hub96, (1.4.1)], which illustrates how one can define a closed adic subspace
associated with a coherent OX -ideal I. Let
V(I) := {x ∈ X : Ix 6= OX,x }
and OV(I) := (OX /I)|V(I) . Note that for every x ∈ X, the support of vx is equal to the maximal ideal
mx of OX,x . By definition Iy ⊂ fy for every y ∈ V(I), and the valuation vy induces a valuation
vy′ of OV(I),y. By considering the quotient topology, one has that for every open affinoid subspace
V ⊂ X, the mapping OX (V) → OV(I) (V(I) ∩ V) is a quotient map. Moreover, the triple
V(I) := (V(I), OV(I) , (vy′ : y ∈ V(I)))

defines an adic space, which we call the closed adic space associated with the OX -ideal I.
We now return to our goal of defining the set of poles and zeros of a global meromorphic
function.
Definition 2.20. Let f ∈ MX (X).
• The closed adic space Pf := V((OX : f)) associated with the coherent OX -ideal (OX : f) is
called the set of poles of f.
• Similar to the sheaf of denominators, we can define the sheaf of numerators (OX : f) · f,
which is a coherent OX -ideal. The closed adic space Zf := V((OX : f) · f) associated with the
sheaf of numerators is called the set of zeros of f.
• The indeterminacy locus of f is defined as the intersection Pf ∩ Zf . Note that by Hilbert’s
nullstellensatz, f ∈ OX (X) if and only if Pf = ∅.
We want to show that MX (X) is a field when X is irreducible and reduced, and to prove this
result, we will need a simple lemma.
Lemma 2.21. Let X be a reduced, taut, locally strongly Noetherian adic space over Spa(K, K◦ ), and let
f ∈ MX (X). Then f is a unit in MX (X) if and only if Zf does not contain a non-empty open subspace.
Proof. We may assume that X = Spa(A, A+ ) is affinoid and that A is complete, and so we write
f = g/h with g, h ∈ A such that h is not a zero-divisor in A. We have that Zf ⊂ V(g) where V(g)
denotes the vanishing locus of g and both Zf and V(g) coincide on the complement of V(h). Since
h is not a zero-divisor, V(h) does not contain a non-empty open subspace, and moreover, we have
that Zf contains an open subspace if and only if V(g) contains an open subspace. However, this
only happens if g is a zero-divisor in A, and hence the result follows.

We now record a useful corollary, which is the adic analogue of [Bos82, Corollary 2.5].
Corollary 2.22. If X is an irreducible, reduced, taut, locally strongly Noetherian adic space over Spa(K, K◦ ),
then MX (X) is a field.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.21 and the fact that a closed adic subspace Y of an irreducible
adic space X which contains a non-empty open subspace must be the entire space i.e., Y = X. 
When X is irreducible and reduced, any morphism X → P1,an that is not identically equal to ∞
is naturally identified with a meromorphic function f ∈ MX (X). We will need to know when such
a morphism will separate points.
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Lemma 2.23. Suppose X is an irreducible, reduced, separated, taut, locally strongly Noetherian adic space
over Spa(K, K◦ ). Let x, y ∈ X be two distinct points. Then, there exists a meromorphic function f ∈ MX (X)
such that f(x) 6= f(y), where we consider f as a morphism from X → P1,an .

Proof. By the valuative criterion for separatedness [Hub96, Proposition 1.3.7], we have that points
+
of X are separated, and in particular, we have that (OX,x , O+
X,x ) ≇ (OX,y , OX,y ). Moreover, we
+
choose a germ f ∈ (OX,x , O+
X,x ) which is not in (OX,y , OX,y ) and then f(x) 6= f(y) where we say that
f(y) = ∞ (as f ∈
/ (OX,y , O+
X,y )). Since X is irreducible and reduced, OX,x is a subring of MX (X) and
hence f defines an element of MX (X).

3. Meromorphic maps between non-Archimedean analytic spaces
In this section, we prove a non-Archimedean variant of a result of Remmert [Rem57, p. 333]
concerning the codimension of the indeterminacy locus of a meromorphic map between certain
K-analytic spaces. The proofs presented here were given to us by Brian Conrad.
Theorem 3.1. Let K be an algebraically closed, complete, non-Archimedean valued field of characteristic
zero. Let X/K be a normal, taut rigid analytic space, and let Y/K be a proper, reduced, taut rigid analytic
space. The indeterminacy locus of any meromorphic map X 99K Y is an analytic subset of codimension at
least two.
First, we recall the definition of meromorphic mapping following Remmert.
Definition 3.2. Let X and Y be reduced rigid analytic spaces. A meromorphic map ϕ : X 99K Y is an
analytic subset E ⊂ X × Y which is mapped properly onto X by the projection map pr1 : X × Y → X
of X × Y onto the first factor such that outside a nowhere dense analytic set Z ⊂ X this map is biholomorphic. Moreover, pr−1
1 (Z) is nowhere dense in E, and we call the set E the graph of ϕ.
Remark 3.3. We now explain the reason for calling E the graph of ϕ. Let X be a reduced rigid
analytic space, and let U, V be open subsets of X. Suppose we are given two maps ϕ1 : U → Y
and ϕ2 : V → Y that coincide on the intersection U ∩ V. Then the closure of the graph of ϕ1
coincides with the closure of the graph of ϕ2 , and this graph defines a meromorphic map ϕ as in
Definition 3.2.
For the remainder of this section, let X/K be a normal rigid analytic space, let Y/K be a proper,
reduced rigid analytic space, let ϕ : X 99K Y be a meromorphic map, and let E denote the graph of
ϕ. By Definition 3.2, the morphism
E \ pr−1
1 (Z) −→ X \ Z

(3.1)

is an isomorphism. We first note that there is a unique minimal Z with the above properties and
its formation is Tate-local on X. We may and do assume that Z is minimal. Our goal is to show that
Z in X has codimension at most 2 everywhere along Z. Observe that this assertion is vacuously
true when Z is empty. Since the formation of Z is Tate-local, we may assume that X is affinoid,
then connected, and hence irreducible, so X \ Z is also irreducible. Therefore by (3.1) and the
nowhere-density of pr−1
1 (Z) in E, we have that E is irreducible. The image of pr1 : E → X is an
analytic set which contains the non-empty, Zariski open X \ Z, so it has non-empty interior in X,
and since X is irreducible, we have that this image must coincide with X and hence the fibers of
pr1 are non-empty.
Since E is equidimensional (by irreducibility), its pure dimension is the same as that of the
irreducible affinoid X because we may determine the dimension using X \ Z and E \ pr−1
1 (Z). If
there exists a section s : X → E, then X → E → Y is an actual map which agrees on X \ Z with the
given meromorphic map ϕ, and then the minimality of Z will imply that Z is empty.
We now study the fibers of the surjective morphism pr1 : E → X over Z. Before doing so, we
recall a result concerning proper morphisms.
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Lemma 3.4. Let f : X → S be a proper map of rigid analytic spaces. Then the locus of points in S over
which the fiber of f is finite is an admissible open.
Proof. We may first assume that S = Sp(A) is affinoid, so X is quasi-compact and separated. Now
consider the associated map fBer : XBer → SBer = M(A) of Berkovich spaces. By Lemma 2.5.(1), the
notions of properness are equivalent, and so we have that fBer is proper.
If s ∈ S has fiber Xs that is finite, then likewise fBer has analytic fiber that is finite, hence a finite
set, see Lemma 2.5.(2). By [Ber90, Corollary 3.3.11], we get an open U in SBer over which fBer has
finite fibers. In M(A), a base of neighborhoods around any point is provided by rational affinoid
domains, and we can arrange it to be strict since M(A) is strict. Thus, we can find a rational
affinoid Sp(B) in Sp(A) so that M(B) is contained in U and contains s. We have that Sp(B) is an
admissible open in Sp(A) around s over which f has finite fibers (since every fiber Xt is a quasicompact and separated κ(t)-analytic space with (Xt )Ber over M(κ(t)) identified with the fiber of
fBer over t in M(A), and Xt → Sp(κ(t)) is finite if and only if the Berkovich space over M(κ(t)) is
finite (in the analytic sense), see again Lemma 2.5.(2).

Lemma 3.5. All fibers of the surjection pr1 : E → X over Z have positive dimension.

Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there is some z ∈ Z ⊂ X which has a finite fiber.
By Lemma 3.4, we have that the locus of points in X over which is the fiber is finite is an admissible
open. By passing to a connected affinoid neighborhood of such a z, we may and do assume that
all of the fiber of pr1 are finite and X = Sp(A) for a normal domain A (since connected and normal
implies irreducible and reduced). However, since pr1 is proper and quasi-finite, it is also finite,
and hence E is also affinoid, say E = Sp(B). Therefore, pr1 is a finite surjection Sp(B) → Sp(A)
that restricts to an isomorphism over the complement of Z.
Recall that Z in Sp(A) and pr−1
1 (Z) in Sp(B) are nowhere-dense, so the irreducibillity of E \
−1
pr1 (Z) in E forces E to be irreducible. As such, we have that Bred is a domain and the surjective
map Sp(Bred ) → Sp(A) is an isomorphism over Sp(A) \ Z. We will show that the induced map on
affinoid algebras A → Bred is an isomorphism.
Once we have shown this, the inverse map Bred → A will define a morphism Sp(A) → Sp(Bred ) →
Sp(B) that is a section to pr1 : Sp(B) → Sp(A) because the composition of these two maps agrees
with the identity away from Z and hence is the identity as Z is nowhere-dense in the reduced
Sp(A). However, we noted before Lemma 3.4 that the existence of a section allows us to show that
Z is empty, which contradicts the existence of z ∈ Z.
We now return to showing that the module finite map A → Bred between Noetherian domains
is an isomorphism. Note that this map is injective, and so by normality of A, the map is an
isomorphism if the induced map of fraction fields has degree 1. Let d denote the degree of the
map of fraction fields. We know that Spec(Bred ) → Spec(A) is finite flat of degree d over some
non-empty Zariski open V, and by the Jacobson property of A [BGR84, 6.1.1/3], there is a closed
point t which is in V and also away from the proper closed set corresponding to the ideal of Z.
Moreover, A → Bred induces a finite flat map of degree d after completion at the maximal ideal of
t, but that map coincides with the map upon completion at t arising from the finite analytic map
Sp(Bred ) → Sp(A). Recall that this latter map is an isomorphism over the complement of Z and
hence upon the completion at t, and therefore, we have that d = 1.

To complete the proof, we need to show that the irreducible components of Z have codimension
at least two. We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. If q : T → S is a proper surjective map between K-analytic spaces that are equidimensional
with the same dimension d > 0, then every non-empty admissible open in S contains a point over which
the fiber is finite.
Proof. The case of d = 0 is trivial, and we proceed by induction on d, so we assume that d > 0.
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The first step is to reduce to when T and S are each irreducible. We can precompose with the
normalization of T so that T is normal with connected components T1 , . . . , Tn . Each Tj has image
that is an analytic set in an irreducible component of S. Each irreducible component of S must then
be the image of some Tj since q is surjective, and the connected components Tj which map onto an
irreducible component of S must factor through the normalization of that irreducible component
(cf. [Con99, Theorem 2.2.4]).
With this, we can express q as a “disjoint union" of two types of maps: some of the Tj map onto
a connected component of the normalization of S and some Tj map onto a proper analytic set in
an irreducible component of S. If we can prove our result for the first type, then by working over
the Zariski-open in S away from the images of the maps of the second type, we can conclude our
result for the original q. Since the normalization of S is finite (and surjective), we can thereby
reduce to the case where T and S are connected and normal.
Let U = Sp(A) be a connected affinoid in S, so it is irreducible. It is enough to find one fiber
over U that is finite. The connected components of V = q−1 (U) are its irreducible components, and
there are finitely many by the quasi-compactness of q. Note that at least one of these irreducible
components maps onto U. By an argument similar to above with the Tj , we can find a point u ∈ U
that is only contained in the image of those components of V which map onto U. Let W be the
union of those components.
Pick a nonzero, non-unit f ∈ A that vanishes at u. The pullback f ′ = q∗ (f) on W defines
an analytic set W ′ mapping onto the zero locus U ′ of f in U. Endow W ′ and U ′ with reduced
structures. Each of W ′ and U ′ is equidimensional of dimension d − 1 since U is irreducible and
every irreducible (and hence connected) component of W maps onto U. The map q : W ′ → U ′
satisfies the original hypotheses but with dimension d − 1. Therefore, by induction, every nonempty admissible open in U ′ has finite fiber in W ′ . Now, pick an open around u which avoids the
analytic images of the components of V not part of W, so we get a finite fiber for W ′ → U ′ which
is also a fiber for q−1 (U ′ ) → U ′ , and so is a fiber of V = q−1 (U) → U.

Proposition 3.7. Every irreducible component of Z has codimension at least two.

Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that Z has an irreducible component Z ′ of codimension 1 in the connected normal affinoid X = Sp(A), in particular, we assume that Z ′ has pure
codimension 1.
First, we reduce to the case where Z = Z ′ . Pick z ′ ∈ Z ′ not in any other irreducible component
of Z, and let W be a connected affinoid open in X around z ′ that is inside the Zariski-open complement of the finite union of the other irreducible components of Z. We can replace X with such
a W (since the formation of Z is local in X), and so we may and do assume that Z is irreducible of
pure codimension 1.
Next, we reduce to the case where Z is defined by a principal ideal. We may assume that Z is
reduced, so Z = Sp(A/P) where P is some prime ideal of A with height 1. Since A is normal, we
have that AP is a DVR, and so there is an affine open Spec(Aa ) in Spec(A) containing P for which
Pa is principal with generator f ∈ A. By looking at the map Sp(A) → Spec(A), we see that for
the Zariski open U = {a 6= 0} in X, the intersection Z ∩ U is defined by the ideal generated by f.
Note that a is nonzero on Sp(A/P) because a is not in P since {P} ∈ Spec(Aa ). As such, we have
that its sup-norm on Sp(A/P) is positive, and by replacing a with some can for c ∈ K× and n a
positive integer, we can arrange it so that this sup-norm is 1. With this, we have that V = Sp(Ahai)
is an affinoid open in X = Sp(A) that meets Z = Sp(A/P), and V ∩ Z cannot equal V since Z has
pure codimension 1 in the irreducible X. We can replace X with a connected component of V that
touches Z so we retain all preceding properties and gain that the radical ideal of Z in X is principal,
say fA.
We know that E is irreducible with the same pure dimension d as the irreducible X (so d > 0
since X has the irreducible subspace Z with positive codimension), and the map pr1 : E → X is
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surjective. Thus, the analytic function f ′ := pr1∗ (f) on E determines an analytic set in E that does
not exhaust the space (because its image in X is Z rather than X), and so it has pure dimension
d − 1. Moreover, the map of vanishing loci
q : V(f ′ )red −→ V(f) = Z
is a proper surjection between analytic spaces each of pure dimension d − 1. Now, Lemma 3.5 tells
us that all of the fibers of q have position dimension, however Lemma 3.6 asserts that there fibers
which are finite. Therefore, we have reached a contradiction to our original assumption that Z has
an irreducible component Z ′ of codimension 1, and hence our result follows.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. This follows from Definition 3.2 and Proposition 3.7.



To conclude this section, we show that the statement of Theorem 3.1 carries over from rigid
analytic to adic spaces. We note that Definition 3.2 works for to adic spaces mutatis mutandis.
Proposition 3.8. Let K be an algebraically closed, complete, non-Archimedean valued field of characteristic
zero. Let X be a normal, taut, locally of finite type adic space over Spa(K, K◦ ), and let Y be a proper, reduced,
taut, locally of finite type adic space over Spa(K, K◦ ). The indeterminacy locus of any meromorphic map
X 99K Y is an analytic subset of codimension at least two.
Proof. First, we recall that there is a functor r from the category of rigid analytic spaces to the
category of adic spaces, which induces an equivalence on certain subcategories (c.f. Theorem 2.2
and Theorem 2.3). We note that the image of a normal, taut (resp. a proper, reduced, taut) rigid
analytic space over Sp(K) via r will be a normal, taut, locally of finite type (resp. proper, reduced,
taut, locally of finite type) adic space over Spa(K, K◦ ) via [Hub96, (1.1.11) & Remark 1.3.9.iv] and
Definition 2.7. Next, we have that r will map an open immersion of rigid analytic spaces to an open
immersion of adic spaces (loc. cit. (1.1.11.b)), that r is fully faithful (loc. cit. (1.1.11.d)), and that r
preserves dimensions (loc. cit. (1.8.11.i)). The result now follows from Theorem 3.1 and applying
the functor r.

4. On pseudo-K-analytically Brody hyperbolic varieties
In this section, we offer a new definition of pseudo-K-analytically Brody hyperbolic which differs slightly from [Mor21] and prove a result describing how one can test this notion.
To begin, we offer our new definition.
Definition 4.1. Let X be a K-analytic space and let D ⊂ X be a closed subset. Then X is Kanalytically Brody hyperbolic modulo D (or: the pair (X, D) is K-analytically Brody hyperbolic) if
• every non-constant analytic morphism Gan
m,K → X factors over D, and
• for every abelian variety A over K and every dense open subset U ⊂ Aan with codim(Aan \
U) > 2, every non-constant analytic morphism U → X factors over D.

Definition 4.2. A K-analytic space X over K is pseudo-K-analytically Brody hyperbolic if there is a
proper closed subset D ( X of X such that (X, D) is K-analytically Brody hyperbolic.

Remark 4.3. Definition 4.1 differs from [Mor21, Definition 2.2] in that we require every non-constant
analytic morphism from a big analytic open of the analytification of an abelian variety to factor over
a proper closed subset, whereas [Mor21, Definition 2.2] only requires every non-constant algebraic
morphism from a big algebraic open of an abelian variety to factor over a proper closed subset. In
Subsection 7.3, we show that the results from [Mor21] still hold with this new definition.
The goal of this section is to prove the following.
Theorem 4.4. Let X/K be an irreducible, reduced, separated K-analytic space and let D ⊂ X be a closed
subset. Then, X is K-analytically Brody hyperbolic modulo D if and only if for every connected, algebraic
group G/K and every dense open subset U ⊂ Gan , every non-constant morphism U → X factors over D.
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To prove Theorem 4.4, we follow the line of reasoning from [JX20, Section 3.2], however, we
need to transport several of the scheme theoretic arguments to the category of adic spaces.
Lemma 4.5. Let Spa(R, R◦ ) and Spa(S, S◦ ) be affinoid K-analytic spaces, and suppose Spa(R, R◦ ) is irreducible and reduced. Let π : Spa(S, S◦ ) → Spa(R, R◦ ) be a faithfully flat morphism. Then, there exists a
dense affinoid subspace Spa(R̃, R̃◦ ) ⊂ Spa(R, R◦ ) and an affinoid subspace Spa(S̃, S̃◦ ) ⊂ Spa(S, S◦ ) such
that the restricted map π : Spa(S̃, S̃◦ ) → Spa(R̃, R̃◦ ) is finite and flat.

Proof. We will prove the result using Berkovich spaces, and then transfer it over to adic spaces. As
such, let M(R) and M(S) denote the associated Berkovich affinoid spaces, and let πBer : M(S) →
M(R) denote the associated map of Berkovich affinoid spaces.
First assume that the morphism πBer : M(S) → M(R) is quasi-finite i.e., for every y ∈ M(S), we
have that dimy πBer = 0. If we let Z denote the relative interior of πBer , then the restriction πBer
|Z
is a finite and flat morphism, and hence open by [Ber93, Proposition 3.2.7]. Using Lemma 3.1.2
of loc. cit., we may find small affinoid opens M(S ′ ) ⊂ M(S) and M(R ′ ) ⊂ M(R) such that the
′
′
morphism πBer
|M(S ′ ) : M(S ) → M(R ) is finite and flat. To translate the result to affinoid K-analytic
spaces, we use Lemma 2.5.(2) and [Hub96, Lemma 1.4.5.(iv) & p. 425].
Now suppose that πBer is not quasi-finite i.e., there exists a point y ∈ M(S) such that dimy πBer =
d > 1. By [Duc07, Theorems 4.6 & 3.2], there exists an affinoid neighborhood V = M(S ′ ) of y such
that there exists a quasi-finite morphism
ϕ : V → AdM(R) .

This means that ϕ is topologically proper and quasi-finite at every point of V. Let y ′ ∈ V, and
let x ′ = ϕ(y ′ ). Suppose that M(RhT1 /r1 , . . . , Td /rd i) ⊂ AdM(R) is a relative closed disk such that
x ′ lies in the relative interior of M(RhT1 /r1 , . . . , Td /rd i) i.e., it lies in the topological interior of
M(RhT1 /r1 , . . . , Td /rd i). Let V ′ = ϕ−1 (M(RhT1 /r1 , . . . , Td /rd i)). We claim that ϕ|V ′ is finite at y ′ .
First, we note that ϕ|V ′ is quasi-finite as M(RhT1 /r1 , . . . , Td /rd i) is a compact, closed subset
of AdM(R) , and hence it suffices to show that ϕ|V ′ is boundaryless at y ′ i.e., y ′ is in the relative
interior Int(V ′ /M(RhT1 /r1 , . . . , Td /rd i)). From the above and [Duc07, Theorems 4.6], we have the
following morphisms
V′

ϕ|V ′

M(RhT1 /r1 , . . . , Td /rd i)

M(R).

πBer
|V ′

By the choice of M(RhT1 /r1 , . . . , Td /rd i), we have that y ′ is in the relative interior Int(V ′ /M(R)).
Now the claim follows from [Ber93, Proposition 1.5.5.(ii)] as
Int(V ′ /M(R)) = Int(V ′ /M(RhT1 /r1 , . . . , Td /rd i)) ∩ ϕ−1
|V ′ (Int(M(RhT1 /r1 , . . . , Td /rd i)/M(R))),
and hence y ′ ∈ Int(V ′ /M(RhT1 /r1 , . . . , Td /rd i)) and therefore ϕ|V ′ is finite at y ′ . By Proposition
3.1.4 of loc. cit., we can find affinoid neighbourhoods V ′′ = M(S ′′ ) of y ′ and M(R ′ hT1 /r1′ , . . . , Td /rd′ i)
of x ′ such that ϕ induces a finite morphism
M(S ′′ ) → M(R ′ hT1 /r1′ , . . . , Td /rd′ i),

and so we have that S ′′ is finite over R ′ hT1 /r1′ , . . . , Td /rd′ i. If we consider the ideal I = (T1 , . . . , Tn )
in S ′′ and take quotients, we have that S ′′ /I is finite over R ′ , and hence there exists an affinoid
subset M(S ′′ /I) of V ′′ such that the morphism M(S ′′ /I) → M(R ′ ) is finite. Moreover, we may
assume, by Lemma 3.1.2 of loc. cit., that M(R ′ ) ⊂ M(R) is an affinoid open as we may take
M(R ′ hT1 /r1′ , . . . , Td /rd′ i) to be arbitrarily small.
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Translating this result back to adic spaces using Lemma 2.5.(2) and [Hub96, Lemma 1.4.5.(iv) &
′′
′′
′
′′
′′
p. 425], we have a finite morphism Spa(S ′′ /I, (S ◦ /I ∩ S ◦ )c ) → Spa(R ′ , R ◦ ) where (S ◦ /I ∩ S ◦ )c
′′ ◦
′′ ◦
′
is the integral closure of S /I ∩ S in S ′′ /I and where Spa(R ′ , R ◦ ) is open in Spa(R, R◦ ). Since
′
Spa(R ′ , R ◦ ) is reduced, [BH21, Theorem 2.21] tells us that the flat locus is a dense open subset
′
′′
of Spa(R ′ , R ◦ ). Consider a smaller affinoid open of the flat locus, call it Spa(R ′′ , R ◦ ), and let
′′′
′′
′′
Spa(S ′′′ , S ◦ ) denote its preimage in Spa(S ′′ /I, (S ◦ /I ∩ S ◦ )c ). Then, we have that the restricted
′′′
′′
′′
morphism π : Spa(S ′′′ , S ◦ ) → Spa(R ′′ , R ◦ ) is finite and flat, and Spa(R ′′ , R ◦ ) is a dense affinoid
subspace of Spa(R, R◦ ), as desired.

Lemma 4.6. Let W1 = Spa(R, R◦ ), W2 = Spa(S, S◦ ), and W3 = Spa(T , T ◦ ) be affinoid K-analytic
spaces. Let π : W2 → W1 be a non-constant, faithfully flat morphism, and let f : W2 → W3 be a nonconstant morphism. Assume that W1 and W2 are irreducible and normal, and that there exists a dense
subset E ⊂ W1 such that f|π−1 (x) is constant for every x ∈ E. Then there exists a unique h : W1 → W3
such that f = h ◦ π.
Proof. The proof follows closely the proof of [JX20, Lemma 3.11]. We will prove the result using
rigid analytic spaces, and then transfer it over to adic spaces. To ease notation, we will simply
identify W1 , W2 , and W3 and the morphisms π and f with their associated images under the quasiinverse of the functor r from [Hub94, Proposition 4.5].
We want to complete the diagram
W1 o
h



W3

W2

π

④
④④
④④
④
}④④ f

which is equivalent to completing the diagram
R
H
h∗

T.

π∗

/S
⑧?
⑧
⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
f∗

To construct h∗ , it is enough to show that f∗ (T ) ⊂ π∗ (R). First, we consider g ∈ f∗ (T ) and then
will construct r ∈ R such that g = π∗ (r).
By Lemma 4.5, shrinking further to ensure that the degree is constant, we may find an affinoid
subspace W2′ = Sp(Q) ⊂ W2 and an admissible open affinoid subspace W1′ = Sp(R1 ) ⊂ W1 such
that π|W ′ : W2′ → W1′ is finite and flat of degree d:
2

π|∗

RO 1
R

W′
2

π∗

/Q
O

W 1′ o π

/S

W1 o

_

| ′
W
2

W 2′
_





π

W2 .

Let tr(π|∗ ′ ) : Q → R1 be the trace as defined in [Sta15, Section 0BSY]. For our chosen g ∈ f∗ (T ) we
W

2

denote by g|W ′ the restriction to W2′ , i.e., its image in Q. We consider now g̃ := d1 tr(g|W ′ ) ∈ R1 ; this
2

2

g̃ will be the element r such that π∗ (r) = g.
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Returning to the proof, we first show that g and π∗ (g̃) coincide as elements in π∗ (R1 ) ⊂ π∗ (Frac(R1 )) =
inside Frac(S). Let x ∈ W2′ (K) belonging to π−1 (W1′ ) and to π−1 (E), then we have


X
1
π∗ (g̃)(x) = g̃(π(x)) = 
g(y) = g(x)
d
′

π∗ (Frac(R))

y∈W2 |π(y)=π(x)

where for the last equality we used that g ∈ f∗ (T ) and that f is constant on π−1 (x). As π−1 (W1′ ) is
dense in W2′ and π−1 (E) is dense in W2′ , then g = π∗ (g̃) as elements of π∗ (Frac(R)).
As π∗ : R → S is faithfully flat, then we can use [JX20, Lemma 3.10 (2)] to see that
π∗ (R) = S ∩ π∗ (Frac(R))

which gives f∗ (T ) ⊂ π∗ (R). Note that this gives a homomorphism h∗ : T → R of affinoid algebras, and since a homomorphism of affinoid algebras is continuous and bounded [BGR84, 6.1.3/1,
6.2.2/1, 6.2.3/1], this gives a morphism h : Sp(R) → Sp(T ) of affinoid rigid analytic spaces. Using
[Hub94, Proposition 4.5.(iv)], we arrive at our desired morphism of affinoid K-analytic spaces
h : Spa(R, R◦ ) → Spa(T , T ◦ ).

To conclude, we note that the construction of π∗ r is independent of W2′ . If we choose a different
open subset W2′′ which is finite and flat over an open of W1 and we define g̃ ′ := d1 tr(g|W ′′ ) we get
that for every x in π−1 (E) for which both functions are defined


X
1
g(y ′ ) = g(x),
π∗ (g̃ ′ )(x) = g̃(π(x)) = 
d
′′
′
′

2

y ∈W2 |π(y )=π(x)

hence π∗ (g̃ ′ ) and π∗ (g̃) coincide on the dense set π−1 (E).



Lemma 4.7. Let π : Y → B be a non-constant, surjective, flat morphism between normal, irreducible,
separated, locally of finite type adic spaces over Spa(K, K◦ ). Let f : Y → Z be a non-constant morphism of
adic spaces where Z is a K-analytic space. Let E ⊂ B(K) be a dense subset. Assume that for every x ∈ E,
the restriction f|π−1 (x) is constant. Then there exists a morphism h : B → Z such that f = h ◦ π.
Proof. We want to complete the diagram

Bo
h



Z.

π

Y

⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
⑧
⑧⑧ f

We cover Y by open affinoids and as π is surjective it is enough to prove the theorem for any of
these opens. We can further shrink these opens so that the image of each of them in Z is contained
in an affinoid set, so we can assume that both Y and Z are affinoid. Since Y is affinoid and B is separated, the morphism π : Y → B is affinoid i.e., the pre-image of an open affinoid of B is an open
affinoid in Y. Indeed, this fact can be proved using the same argument from [Sta15, Tag 01SG].
Now if we cover B by open affinoids Vi , then the preimages Wi = π−1 (Vi ) are open affinoids. We
note that we may assume that all of the affinoids will have rings of integral elements isomorphic
to the power bounded elements as our assumptions imply that the adic spaces in question come
from rigid analytic spaces by [Hub94, Proposition 4.5.(iii)]. Therefore, we are reduced to the situation of Lemma 4.6. The independence from the choices in the construction of the element r in
loc. cit. ensures that we can glue together these locally defined maps into a global map h.

Lemma 4.8. Let X/K be an irreducible, reduced, separated K-analytic space. Let D ⊂ X be a closed subset
such that every non-constant analytic morphism Gan
m,K factors over D. Let G/K be a connected, finite type
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affine group scheme and let U be a dense open of Gan with codim(Gan \ U) > 2. If ϕ : U → X is an analytic
morphism such that ϕ(U) * D, then ϕ is constant.
Proof. We proceed by induction on dim G. When dim G 6 1, the result is clear because such a
finite type, connected, affine group scheme contains a dense Gm,K .
To show that ϕ : U → X is constant, it suffices to show that the meromorphic map Gan 99K X is
constant. Let Z = ϕ(U) denote the analytic closure of the image of ϕ. Since Gan is irreducible (by
Lemma 2.10.(5)) and hence U is irreducible, the closure Z ⊂ X is irreducible. Moreover, to show
that ϕ is constant, we may and do assume that Z = X.
Since ϕ is dominant, it will induce an embedding of fields of meromorphic function ϕ∗ (MX (X)) ⊆
MGan (Gan ). This follows because Corollary 2.22 implies that MX (X) and MGan (Gan ) are fields (for
this latter fact we use that Gan is smooth which follows from [Sta15, Tag 047N] and Lemma 2.10.(4)),
and the dominant morphism will induce a map of fields of meromorphic functions, which must
be an injection.
We now claim that if ϕ∗ (MX (X)) = K, then ϕ : Gan 99K X is constant. Indeed, if ϕ was not constant, then the image of ϕ contains at least two distinct values x and y in X. Since X is separated,
Lemma 2.23 tells us that we can find a meromorphic function f on X that separates these points,
but then the composition f ◦ ϕ is a non constant element of ϕ∗ (MX (X)), which yields a contradiction. Thus, it suffices to prove that ϕ∗ (MX (X)) = K. Below, we will suppress the subscript
notation from the sheaf of meromorphic functions.
To prove this statement, we first note that for an irreducible closed subgroup H ⊂ G, we may
form the quotient
πH : G → G/H

where G/H is a smooth, quasi-projective scheme by [DG70, IVA ]. By [Uli17, Example 2.21],
the analytification functor commutes with taking (stack) quotients, and hence we may identify
∼ Gan /Han . We note that the result from loc. cit. is only for Berkovich K-analytic spaces,
(G/H)an =
however using Theorem 2.3 we can transfer this identification to adic spaces.
Since πH is flat and surjective, we have that the morphism
πHan : Gan → Gan /Han

is flat and surjective by Lemma 2.12. Since Gan /Han is smooth and irreducible (as it is the image
of an irreducible space), M(Gan /Han ) is a field by Corollary 2.22, and moreover, we have that
∗ (M(Gan /Han )) ∼ M(Gan )Han .
πH
=
an
Since πHan is partially proper, flat, and surjective, Lemma 2.13 tells us that πHan (U) is a big open
subset of Gan /Han i.e., the codimension of the complement is greater than or equal to two. Moreover, there exists a dense subspace V ⊂ πHan (U) such that for every point x ∈ V, the open subset
−1
−1
−1
U ∩ π−1
Han (x) ⊂ πHan (x) is big and satisfies ϕ(U ∩ πHan (x)) * D. As an adic space, πHan (x) is isomoran
phic to H , and the induction hypothesis says that ϕ|π−1an (x) is constant for every x ∈ V.
H
We want to apply Lemma 4.7 to situation where Y = U, π = πHan , B = πHan (U), and Z = X.
Therefore, we need to verify that U and πHan (U) are normal, irreducible, separated, locally of
finite type adic spaces over Spa(K, K◦ ). As Gan is smooth, irreducible, separated, and locally of
finite type (see Lemma 2.10) and U is an open subset of Gan , we have that U satisfies all of these
properties. To show these properties for πHan (U), we first note that a quasi-projective scheme is
separated [Sta15, Tag 01VX], and hence Gan /Han is smooth, irreducible, separated, and locally of
finite type by Lemma 2.10. By Lemma 2.13, πHan (U) is an open subset of Gan /Han , and hence has
the desired properties.
Now, Lemma 4.7 tells us that there exists a map hHan : πHan (U) → X such that ϕ = hHan ◦ πHan .
In particular,
an

an
∗
/Han )) ⊂ M(Gan )H .
ϕ∗ (M(X)) ⊂ πH
an (M(G
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an
By [JX20, Lemma 3.14], we have that Gan = hHan
1 , . . . , Hs i where Hi are proper connected closed
subgroups of G. Therefore, we conclude that

ϕ∗ (M(X)) ⊂

s
\

i=1

∗
an
πH
/Han
an (M(G
i )) ⊂
i

s
\

an

an

an

an

M(Gan )Hi = M(Gan )hH1 ,...,Hs i = M(Gan )G = K,

i=1

as desired.



Proposition 4.9. Let X/K be an irreducible, reduced, separated K-analytic space. Let D ⊂ X be a closed
subset such that every non-constant analytic morphism Gan
m,K factors over D and for every abelian variety
an
an
A over K and every dense open U of A with codim(A \ U) > 2, every non-constant analytic morphism
U → X factors over D. Then, for every connected, finite type algebraic group G/K and every dense open
U ⊂ Gan with codim(Gan \ U) > 2, every analytic morphism ϕ : U → X factors over D.

Proof. Let G/K be a connected, finite type algebraic group, and let U ⊂ Gan be a dense open
U ⊂ Gan with codim(Gan \ U) > 2. Let ϕ : U → X be an analytic morphism such that ϕ(U) * D.
We will show that ϕ is constant.
Let H ⊂ G be the (unique) normal affine connected subgroup of G such that A := G/H is an
abelian variety over K (see [Con02, Theorem 1.1]). Denote by π : G → A the quotient map. Since
π is flat and surjective, we have that V := πan (U) is open in Aan by Lemma 2.13 with codim(Aan \
an−1 (x) and U := U ∩ Gan . Since Gan \ U has
V) > 2. For every x ∈ Aan , denote by Gan
x
x
x := π
codimension greater than or equal to two, there exists a dense open V1 ⊂ V such that for every
x ∈ V1 , the closed subset Gan
x \ Ux has codimension greater than or equal to two.
Let η denote the generic point of Aan ; recall that Aan is irreducible by Lemma 2.10.(5). If ϕ(Uη )
is contained in D, as Uη is dense in U, we have that ϕ(U) is also contained in D, but this contradicts
our original assumption. Thus, we have that ϕ(Uη ) is not contained in D and hence U1 := ϕ−1 (X \
−1
D) is a non-empty open of U. Since πan is flat and surjective, we have that V2 := πan (πan (V1 ) ∩ U1 )
an
is open in V1 . Note that for every point x ∈ V2 , the open subset Ux of Gx is big and ϕ(Ux ) is not
contained in D.
Therefore by our first assumption and Lemma 4.8, we have that ϕ|Ux is constant for every x ∈
V2 . Since V2 is dense in Aan , it follows from Lemma 4.7 that there is a morphism h : V → X such
an
that ϕ = h ◦ πan
|U . Since ϕ(U) * D, we have that h(V) * D. Moreover, since V is a big open of A ,
our second assumption implies that h is constant on V, and hence ϕ is constant, as desired.

Proof of Theorem 4.4. This follows from Definition 4.1 and Proposition 4.9.



5. Brody special, special, arithmetically special, and geometrically special varieties
In this section, we recall various notions of special.
5.1. Special varieties in the sense of Campana. To begin, we describe Campana’s notion of special from two perspectives. The first notion concerns the non-existence of certain sheaves, while
the second notion characterizes specialness in terms of the non-existence of certain fibrations.
5.1.1. Special varieties via Bogomolov sheaves. First, we recall the definition of specialness in terms
of Bogomolov sheaves. To define these sheaves, let p be a positive integer and let L ⊂ ΩpX be a saturated, rank one, coherent sheaf. We say that L is a Bogomolov sheaf for X if the Iitaka dimension
κ(X, L) of L equals p > 0.
Definition 5.2 ([Cam04]). A proper variety X is special if it has no Bogomolov sheaves.
Example 5.3. From this definition, we have several fundamental examples of special varieties.
It is immediate that a curve C/k is special if and only if the genus of C is less than two and
that tori and abelian varieties are special. Also, rationally connected varieties are special since
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Symm (Ωp ) = 0 for any p, m > 0. Finally, a variety with either first Chern number equal to zero or
Kodaira dimension equal to zero is special (see [Cam04] for details).
5.3.1. Special varieties via fibrations of general type. Another way to think of special varieties is via
fibrations to varieties of general type. Consider a fibration f : X → Y, with X and Y smooth and
projective. Recall that a fibration f : X → Y is of general type if KY (∆f ) is big and dim Y > 1 where
∆f is an effective Q-Cartier divisor encoding the multiple fibers of f. More precisely, for every
irreducible divisor E ⊂ Y, let f∗ (E) be the scheme-theoretic inverse image of E in X, and write
X
f∗ (E) = R +
mf (Ei )Ei ,
i

where Ei are irreducible divisors in X, ti > 0 are integers, and the codimension of R is at least two.
Define mf (E) := infi (ti ). The Q-Cartier divisor ∆f above is defined as

X
1
E
∆f :=
1−
mf (E)
E

and is called the multiplicity divisor of f, which encodes the defect of smoothness of the fibers.
Definition 5.4. A proper variety X is special if it does not admit a fibration of general type.
It is a result of Campana [Cam04, Theorem 2.27] that these two notions are equivalent. As
a consequence of Definition 5.4, we have that a special variety does not dominate a positive dimensional variety of general type. Using this result, combined with some non-trivial arguments,
allows us to deduce the specialness of the last two families of examples of Example 5.3.
5.4.1. Special varieties that are not proper. Most of the aforementioned work of Campana works in
much larger generality. Indeed, there is a way to define the notion of special for orbifolds, which
roughly speaking is a proper variety X equipped with a orbifold divisor

X
1
∆ :=
Ei ,
1−
mi
Ei

where Ei are Cartier divisors of X and mi ∈ [1, 2, . . . , +∞] are almost all 1 (so that it is a finite sum).
Whenever all the mi that are not 1 are +∞, we recover the classical case of logarithmic geometry,
that we revise briefly for successive applications to semi-abelian schemes. Let X/K be a smooth
variety and consider a smooth compactification X of X, with normal crossing divisor complement
∆; we call (X, ∆) a logarithmic pair. We define the logarithmic canonical divisor KX,∆ := KX +
∆ and we have a notion of logarithmic general type for X in terms of the logarithmic Kodaira
dimension of KX,∆ (see [Voj99, Definition 5.3]). There is also a notion of logarithmic Bogomolov
sheaf for a logarithmic pair [Cam04, p. 542], where one substitutes L ⊂ ΩpX with L ⊂ ΩpX (log ∆).
The logarithmic analogue of Definition 5.2 and Definition 5.4, both due to Campana in the more
general settings of orbifolds, are the following.
Definition 5.5. A variety X is special if (X, ∆) does not admit any logarithmic Bogomolov sheaves.
Definition 5.6. A variety X is special if (X, ∆) does not admit a fibration of logarithmic general
type.
Campana [Cam04, p. 542] notes that Definition 5.2 and Definition 5.4 are equivalent via the
same proof as in the setting where ∆ = ∅. We also note that the logarithmic Kodaira dimension is
a birational invariant [Cam20, Example 7.2.6], hence the two definitions are independent of X.
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5.7. Intermezzo on weakly special varieties. There is a weaker notion of special, called weakly
special, which closely resembles Definition 5.4.
Definition 5.8. We say that X/k is weakly special if there are no finite k-étale covers X ′ → X admitting a dominant rational map X ′ → Z ′ to a positive dimensional variety Z ′ of general type.

Remark 5.9. Every special variety is weakly-special [Cam04, Proposition 9.29]. Note that weakly
special curves and surfaces are special [Cam20, Example 7.2 (6)], but already for threefolds the
converse is not true; there is an example by Bogomolov and Tschinkel (c.f. [Cam20, §8.7]).
5.10. Brody special. Let k = C. For a complex manifold Xan /C, there is a (conjectural) complex
analytic characterization of specialness.
Definition 5.11. A complex manifold Xan is Brody-special if there is a Zariski dense holomorphic
map C → Xan .

Example 5.12. From this definition it is immediate that for a curve C over C, Can is Brody-special
if and only if the genus of C is less than two. Also, we have that a torus Cg is Brody-special, and
hence an abelian variety A/C is Brody-special via the Riemann uniformization theorem. Recently,
Campana–Winkelmann [CW20] proved that the complex analytification of a rationally connected
variety is Brody-special.
5.13. Geometrically special varieties. Recently, Javanpeykar–Rousseau [JR20] defined a new notion of specialness, called geometrically special, which is conjecturally equivalent to Campana’s
original notion.
Definition 5.14 ([JR20]). A variety X/k is geometrically special over k if for every dense open subset
U ⊂ X, there exists a smooth, quasi-projective, connected curve C/k, a point in c ∈ C(k), a point
u ∈ U(k), and a sequence of morphisms fi : C → X with fi (c) = u for i = 1, 2, . . . such that C × X
is covered by the graphs Γfi ⊂ C × X of these maps.
Example 5.15. In [JR20, Propositions 2.14 and 3.1], the authors prove that a rationally connected
variety and an abelian variety are geometrically special over k, which recovers the examples from
Example 5.3 and Example 5.12.
5.16. Arithmetically special varieties. The notion of special also has a (conjectural) arithmetic
counterpart, that aims to capture when the rational points of a variety are potentially dense.
Definition 5.17. A proper variety X/k is arithmetically special over k if there exists a finitely generated subfield k ′ ⊂ k and a model X for X over k ′ such that X(k ′ ) is dense in X.
Example 5.18. As with previous examples, a curve C/k is arithmetically special if and only if
the genus of C is less than two and C can be defined over a number field. Indeed, it is easy to
see that a genus zero curve is arithmetically special, and it is a well-known but not obvious fact
that an elliptic curve is arithmetically special. Furthermore, Faltings theorem [Fal83] asserts that
a curve of genus g > 2 is not arithmetically special. By [HT00b, Section 3], any abelian variety is
arithmetically special. For further examples of arithmetically special varieties, we refer the reader
to [HT00a, BT00, LN20].
Remark 5.19. All of the above notions of special are stable under birational morphisms, finite étale
covers, and products. We refer the reader to [JR20, Section 2] for details.
6. A non-Archimedean analytic characterization of special and weakly special
In this section, we offer our definition of special for a K-analytic space and describe some basic
properties of these special K-analytic spaces.
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Definition 6.1. We say that X is K-analytically special if there exists a connected, finite type algebraic
group G/K, a dense open subset U ⊂ Gan with codim(Gan \ U) > 2, and an analytic morphism
U → X which is Zariski dense.

Example 6.2. From Definition 6.1, we can immediately find several examples of K-analytically
special varieties. First, a curve C/K is K-analytically special if and only if the the genus of C is less
than two, and second, a connected, finite type algebraic group is K-analytically special.
While checking K-analytic specialness with big analytic opens of algebraic groups may seem
unnatural, we do so in order to incorporate the following types of examples.
Example 6.3. Let A/K be a simple abelian surface with good reduction. From Definition 6.1, it is
clear that A \ {0} is K-analytically special, but if we did not test specialness on big analytic opens of
algebraic groups then A \ {0} would not be K-analytically special. To see this, we note that if G/K
is an algebraic group and Gan → (A \ {0})an a non-constant, analytic morphism, then composition
Gan → (A \ {0})an → Aan will be the translate of a group homomorphism, and hence a point by
our assumption that A is simple.
Indeed, using Chevalley’s decomposition theorem [Con02, Theorem 1.1], we may write G as
an extension of an abelian variety B by a normal, affine group H. Note that each pair of points
in H will be connected by a Gm , and hence the image of Han in Aan will be a point due to work
of Cherry [Che94, Theorem 3.2]. Moreover, we have that the morphism Gan → Aan will factor
through the analytification of the abelian variety Ban , but since B is proper, rigid analytic GAGA
[Köp74] implies that the morphism Ban → Aan is algebraic i.e., it is the analytification of an algebraic morphism B → A. It is well-known that any morphism B → A is the translate of a group
homomorphism, and therefore the image of Gan → Aan will be the translate of an abelian subvariety. Since A was assumed to be simple, the image of Gan in Aan will be a point, and moreover,
(A \ {0})an would not be K-analytically special.
We remark that the idea of testing specialness and hyperbolicity on big open of algebraic groups
goes back to Lang [Lan86] and was studied by Vojta in [Voj15]. In this latter work, Vojta showed
that for A an abelian variety over C and U a dense open subset of A with codim(A \ U) > 2, Uan
is Brody-special by loc. cit. Section 4.
6.4. Basic properties: birational invariance, products, and ascending along finite étale covers.
For the remainder of this section, we prove that our notion of K-analytically special is preserved
under birational morphisms, products, and finite étale covers.
Lemma 6.5. Let X 99K Y be a bi-meromorphic morphism between proper, integral K- analytic spaces.
Then, X is K-analytically special if and only if Y is K-analytically special.
Proof. Suppose that X is K-analytically special so there exists a connected, finite type algebraic
group G/K, an open dense subset U ⊂ Gan with codim(Gan \ U) > 2, and a Zariski dense, analytic morphism ϕ : U → X. Since ϕ is Zariski dense, the composition U → X 99K Y defines
a meromorphic map from Gan 99K Y. By [Sta15, Tag 047N] and Lemma 2.10.(4), Gan is smooth,
and so by Proposition 3.8, this meromorphic map is defined on some dense open U ′ of Gan with
codim(Gan \ U ′ ) > 2. Therefore, Y is K-analytically special. To conclude, we note that the proof of
the converse statement follows in the exact same manner.

Remark 6.6. We remark that if we tested K-analytic specialness on big algebraic opens of connected,
finite type algebraic groups, then bi-meromorphic invariance would not follow. Indeed, the proof
of Lemma 6.5 boils down to showing that a meromorphic map between K-analytic spaces is defined on an open subset whose complement has codimension at least 2. However, we do not
know of a way to guarantee that this open subset is algebraic, and therefore, it is crucial that we
test K-analytic specialness on big analytic opens of connected, finite type algebraic groups.
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Lemma 6.7. Let X/K and Y/K be K-analytic spaces which are both K-analytically special. Then the
product X × Y is K-analytically special.
Proof. Let G (resp. G ′ ) be a connected, finite type algebraic group over K, let U ⊂ Gan (resp. U ′ ⊂
′
′
G an ) be a dense open subset with codim(Gan \ U) > 2 (resp. codim(G an \ U ′ ) > 2) such that there
exists a Zariski dense analytic morphism ϕ : U → X (resp. ϕ ′ : U ′ → Y). We have that G × G ′ is a
′
connected, finite type algebraic group over K and that the fibered products Gan × G an and U × U ′
exist in the category of locally of finite type adic spaces over Spa(K, K◦ ) by [Hub96, 1.2.2.(a)]. The
′
same argument from [Sta15, Tag 01JR] tells us that U × U ′ is a dense open subset of Gan × G an .
′
Moreover, we claim that codim((Gan × G an ) \ (U × U ′ )) > 2. Indeed, using [Con99, Theorem
′
5.1.3.1] and [Hub96, 1.8.11.(i)], we deduce that dim(Gan × G an ) = dim(G) + dim(G ′ ) and the
claim now follows from [Hub96, 1.8.8]. To conclude, we have that the morphism (ϕ × ϕ ′ ) : U ×
U ′ → X × Y is Zariski dense, and so X × Y is K-analytically special.

Lemma 6.8. Let X → Y be a finite étale morphism between proper K-analytic spaces. Then X is Kanalytically special if and only if Y is K-analytically special.

Proof. If X is K-analytically special, then it follows that Y is K-analytically special since X → Y is
finite étale.
Now suppose that Y is K-analytically special. Let G/K be a connected, finite type algebraic
group, let U ⊂ Gan open dense such that codim(Gan \ U) > 2, and let U → Y be a Zariski dense,
analytic morphism. By [Hub96, 1.2.2.(a)], we can construct the fibered product diagram
V

X

U

Y,

and since finite étale covers are stable under base change [Hub96, 1.4.5.(i) & 1.6.7.(iv)], we have
that V → U is finite étale. By [Sta15, Tag 047N] and Lemma 2.10.(4), Gan is smooth over K, and
so purity of the branch locus (see e.g., [And03, Chapter 3, Theorem 2.1.11] or [Han20, Corollary
2.15]) implies that the finite étale morphism V → U extends to a finite étale morphism G ′ → Gan .
By the non-Archimedean analogue of Riemann’s existence theorem [Lüt93, Theorem 3.1], the finite
étale morphism G ′ → Gan algebraizes, in particular there is a finite étale morphism of locally of
finite type schemes G ′ → G whose analytification coincides with G ′ → Gan . Note that every
connected component G ′′ of G ′ has the structure of a connected, finite type group scheme over
K, and with this structure the morphism G ′′ → G is a homomorphism. Since smooth morphisms
′′
preserve codimension, we have that codim(G an \ V) > 2, and note that V → U → Y (and hence
V → X → Y) is Zariski dense.
To conclude, we need to show that the image of V → X is Zariski dense. Suppose to the contrary.
Let Z denote the complement of the Zariski closure of the image of V inside of X. By assumption,
Z is a non-empty open subset of X. Since X → Y is étale, the image of Z in Y is open [Hub96, 1.7.8],
and so we have an open subset of Y which is not in the image of V. However, this contradicts the
fact that V → X → Y is Zariski dense, and therefore, we have that V → X is Zariski dense and so
X is K-analytically special.

Recall that one can characterize special varieties as those which do not admit a fibration of
general type. In the non-Archimedean setting, Theorem 4.4 allows us to show that a K-analytically
special variety cannot dominant a pseudo-K-analytically Brody hyperbolic variety.
Theorem 6.9 (= Theorem A). Let X and Y be irreducible, reduced, separated K-analytic spaces over K. If
Y is K-analytically special and X is a positive dimensional pseudo-K-analytically Brody hyperbolic variety,
then there is no dominant morphism Y → X.
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Proof. Suppose there existed a dominant morphism from Y → X. Then there exists a connected,
finite type algebraic group G, a dense open subset U of Gan with codim(Gan \ U) > 2, and an
analytic morphism U → Y → X, which is Zariski dense since the composition of dominant morphisms is dominant. However, this contradicts Theorem 4.4, and therefore, we have that there
cannot exist a dominant morphism from Y → X.

To conclude this section, we define the notion of K-analytically weakly special.

Definition 6.10. We say that X is K-analytically weakly special if there are no finite K-étale covers
X ′ → X admitting a dominant meromorphic map X ′ → Z ′ to a positive dimensional K-analytic
space Z ′ which is pseudo-K-analytically Brody hyperbolic.
With this definition, we have the following corollary to Lemma 6.8 and Theorem A.
Corollary 6.11. A K-analytically special K-analytic space is K-analytically weakly special.
7. K-analytically special subvarieties of semi-abelian varieties and properties of
quasi-Albanese maps
In this section, we will prove Theorem B and Corollary C and use these results to deduce some
properties of the quasi-Albanese map of a K-analytically special variety.
To begin, we recall the statement of Theorem B.
Theorem 7.1 (= Theorem B). Let X be a closed subvariety of a semi-abelian variety G over K. Then X is
the translate of a semi-abelian subvariety if and only if Xan is K-analytically special.
To prove Theorem B, we will use some deep theorems about closed subvarieties of semi-abelian
varieties. First, we recall progress on the Green–Griffiths–Lang–Vojta conjecture for closed subvarieties of semi-abelian varieties.
Theorem 7.2 ([Abr94, Nog98, Mor21]). Let X be a closed subvariety of a semi-abelian variety G over K.
Then, X is of logarithmic general type if and only if Xan is pseudo-K-analytically Brody hyperbolic.
We note that Theorem 7.2 was proved using the definition of pseudo-K-analytically Brody hyperbolic from [Mor21], and we will need to know that this result holds with our new definition
(Definition 4.1). The proof of this fact will occupy the next subsection.
7.3. Extending meromorphic maps to analytifications of semi-abelian varieties. The goal of this
subsection is to prove the following extension result concerning meromorphic maps from smooth,
irreducible analytic space to analytifications of semi-abelian varieties.
Theorem 7.4. Let Z be a smooth, irreducible K-analytic space, and let U ⊂ Z be a dense open with
codim(Z \ U) > 2. Let G/K be a semi-abelian variety. Then any analytic morphism U → Gan uniquely
extends to an analytic morphism Z → Gan .

The algebraic variant of Theorem 7.4 is well-known (see e.g., [BLR90, Theorem 4.4.1] and [Moc12,
Lemma A.2]). To prove our results, we begin by studying the case when G is proper (i.e., when
G is an abelian variety). We first show that the analytic Picard group of U is in bijection to the
analytic Picard group of Z (Lemma 7.5), and then the result follows using similar reasoning as
[BLR90, Corollary 8.4.6]. Next, we prove the claim in the setting where G is a (split) torus using
the non-Archimedean variant of the second Hebbarkeitssatz. Finally, we conclude the proof using
these two pieces and a descent argument.
To start, we prove our result on analytic Picard groups.
Lemma 7.5. Let Z be a smooth, irreducible K-analytic space, and let U ⊂ Z be a dense open with codim(Z \
U) > 2. Then, Pic(U) is in bijection with Pic(Z).
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Proof. By the non-Archimedean version of the Remmert–Stein theorem [Lüt74], we have that the
group of Weil divisors on U is isomorphic to the group of Weil divisors on Z. Since Z (resp. U) is
smooth, the group of Weil divisors on Z (resp. U) isomorphic to the group of Cartier divisors on
Z (resp. U) by [Mit11, Theorem 8.9]. Now since Z (resp. U) is irreducible, the classical argument
(see e.g., [Har77, Chapter II, Proposition 6.15]) tells us that Cartier divisors on Z (resp. U) are in
bijection with line bundles on Z (resp. U). Therefore, we have that line bundles on U are in bijection
with line bundles on Z.

Remark 7.6. The algebraic variant of Lemma 7.5 is well-known, and the result is actually not true
for complex analytic manifolds (see [Huy05, Section 2.3] for a discussion). Indeed, in the complex
analytic setting, it is not true that Cartier divisors on a smooth complex manifold X(C) are in
bijection with line bundles on X(C); instead, they are in bijection with line bundles L on X(C)
such that H0 (X(C), L) 6= 0. Moreover, there are many examples of line bundles that do not come
from Cartier divisors on complex manifolds and line bundles on big, dense opens which do not
extend to the entire space (see e.g., [Huy05, Remark 2.3.21]).
The issue in the complex analytic setting is that when X/C is separated, X(C) is Hausdorff, and
hence if X has positive dimension, it cannot also be irreducible in the complex analytic topology.
The lack of irreducibility prevents the scheme-theoretic argument from going through as we need
to know that if the restriction of a sheaf to each open covering is constant, then sheaf is constant.
Therefore, it is essential that we work with adic spaces and not Berkovich spaces (c.f. Remark 2.4).
Lemma 7.7. Let Z be a smooth, irreducible K-analytic space, and let U ⊂ Z be a dense open with codim(Z \
U) > 2. Let A/K be an abelian variety. Then any analytic morphism ϕ : U → Aan uniquely extends to an
analytic morphism ϕ
e : Z → Aan .

Proof. We will closely follow the proof from [BLR90, Corollary 8.4.6]. First, we base change A/K
∼ A∗∗ [BLR90, Theorem 8.4.5], and so by rigid
to an abelian variety AZ := A ×K Z. Recall that A =
∼ A∗ represents the adic Picard functor of Aan
∼ A∗∗an , where A∗ an =
analytic GAGA [Köp74], Aan =
(c.f. [BL84, Section 1]). Now a morphism ϕ : U → Aan
Z corresponds to an analytic line bundle on
A∗ an ×Z U. Since Z/K is smooth, we have that A∗ an → Z is smooth, and so Lemma 7.5 implies
that an analytic line bundle on A∗ an ×Z U uniquely extends to a line bundle on AZ∗ an , and hence

gives rise to an extension ϕ
e : Z → AZ∗∗an.
Lemma 7.8. Let Z/K be a smooth K-analytic space, and let U ⊂ Z be an open subset with codim(Z \ U) >
2. For T /K a split torus, any analytic morphism U → T an uniquely extends to an analytic morphism
Z → T an .

Proof. Note that it suffices to show that if L is any line bundle on Z that admits a generating
section sU ∈ H0 (U, L), then sU extends to a generating section of L over Z. This follows from the

non-Archimedean variant of the second Hebbarkeitssatz [Lüt74].
Proof of Theorem 7.4. Let G/K denote a semi-abelian variety and suppose we have the following
presentation
0→T →G→A→0

where T is a split torus over K and A is an abelian variety over K. First we note that the quotient
map G → A is faithfully flat with smooth fibers and hence smooth by [Sta15, Tag 01V8]. In fact, we
∼ T × G via (g, h) → (g − h, g) and similarly G ×A G ×A G =
∼ T × T × G. We note
have that G ×A G =
an
∼ T an × Gan
that since analytification commutes with fiber products, we have that G ×Aan Gan =
an
an
an
an
an
an
∼
and G ×Aan G ×Aan G = T × T × G .
Let Z be a smooth, irreducible K-analytic space, and let U ⊂ Z be a dense open with codim(Z \
U) > 2. By Lemma 7.7, we can uniquely extend the composition U → Gan → Aan to Z → Aan ,
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which gives use the commutative diagram
U

Z

Gan

Aan .

Pulling back along the map Gan → Aan , we have the commutative diagram
U ×Aan Gan

Z ×Aan Gan

Gan ×Aan Gan

Gan .

∼ T an × Gan , we get a map U ×Aan Gan → T an × Gan → T an via the first
Recalling that Gan ×Aan Gan =
projection. By Lemma 7.8, this uniquely extends to a map Z ×Aan Gan → T an since U ×Aan Gan ⊂
Z ×Aan Gan is an open immersion of smooth K-analytic spaces. This gives us the following diagonal
arrow in the above diagram
U ×Aan Gan

Z ×Aan Gan

T an × Gan

Gan .

Note that the top triangle commutes since it does so after composing with the first and second
projections T an × Gan → T an (by the extension property) and T an × Gan → Gan (which was given).
Moreover, the bottom triangle commutes because everything is a morphism over Gan .
We need to show that the morphism Z ×Aan Gan → Gan ×Aan Gan descends to Z → Gan . To do
this, we use the theory of faithfully flat descent in the category of rigid analytic varieties, which
was developed in [Con06, Section 4.2]. First, we note that the morphism of K-analytic spaces
Gan → Aan admits local fpqc quasi-sections via loc. cit. Theorem 4.2.2 as it is the analytification of
the faithfully flat morphism of K-schemes G → A. Moreover, we may appeal to loc. cit. Theorem
4.2.3. We note that while these results are for rigid analytic spaces, they carry over for the Kanalytic spaces we consider due to Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3.
In order to utilize loc. cit. Theorem 4.2.3, we need to check the cocycle condition that the two
an agree. These pullbacks agree above the dense
pullbacks along (·) ×Aan Gan ×Aan Gan →
→(·) ×Aan G
∼ T an × T an × Gan over Gan (via projection onto the
open U → Z and Gan ×Aan Gan ×Aan Gan =
last component), so the uniqueness statement for morphisms to T an × T an shows that they agree
everywhere. Therefore, we have that Z ×Aan Gan → Gan ×Aan Gan descends to Z → Gan , and by
construction, the restriction to U is the initial morphism U → Gan .

We now use Theorem 7.4 to deduce that an analytic map from a big open subset of an abelian
variety to a semi-abelian varietiy uniquely extend to an algebraic morphism between the abelian
variety and the semi-abelian variety.

Proposition 7.9. Let A/K be an abelian variety, and let U ⊂ Aan be a dense open with codim(Aan \ U) >
2. Let G/K be a semi-abelian variety. Then any analytic morphism ϕ : U → Gan uniquely extends to an
algebraic morphism ϕ
e : A → G.

Proof. By Theorem 7.4, we have that the analytic morphism ϕ : U → Gan extends to an analytic

map ϕ
e : Aan → Gan . The result now follows from [JV18, Lemma 2.15].

To conclude this subsection, we show that the results from [Mor21] remain valid with our new
definition of K-analytically Brody hyperbolic modulo D (Definition 4.1).
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Proposition 7.10. Let X/K be a quasi-projective variety which is a closed subvariety of a semi-abelian
variety, and let ∆ ⊂ X be a closed subset. Then, Xan is K-analytically Brody hyperbolic modulo ∆an if and
an
an
only if every analytic morphism Gan
m,K → X factors over ∆ and for every abelian variety A/K and every
dense open subset U ⊂ A with codim(A \ U) > 2, every morphism U → X factors over ∆.

Proof. It suffices to show the second implication, namely that if every analytic morphism Gan
m,K →
an
an
X factors over ∆ and for every abelian variety A/K and every dense open subset U ⊂ A
with codim(A \ U) > 2, every morphism U → X factors over ∆, then Xan is K-analytically Brody
hyperbolic modulo ∆an . By Theorem 4.4, it suffices to show that for every abelian variety A/K
and every dense open subset U ⊂ Aan with codim(Aan \ U) > 2, every morphism U → Xan factors
over ∆an . Proposition 7.9 tells us that the morphism U → Xan uniquely extends to an algebraic
morphism of K-schemes A → X. The desired result follows because [Moc12, Lemma A.2] asserts
that the morphism U → X uniquely extends to a morphism A → X, and the image of the map
A → X must factor through ∆.


Remark 7.11. We can use Theorem 7.4 and Proposition 7.10 to deduce that for X/K a quasi-projective
variety which is a closed subvariety of a semi-abelian variety, Xan is K-analytically Brody hyperbolic modulo ∅ if and only if Xan is K-analytically Brody hyperbolic, in the sense of [JV18, Definition 2.3]. Indeed, this follows immediately from the argument from [Mor21, Remark 2.6] and the
previously mentioned results.
7.12. Proof of Theorem B. We now return to the proof of Theorem B and begin by recalling the
construction of the Ueno fibration for closed subvarieties of semi-abelian varieties.
Definition 7.13. Let X be a closed subvariety of a semi-abelian variety G.
(1) We define the stabilizer of X in G as the maximal closed subgroup Stab(X, G) of G such that
Stab(X, G) + X = X.
(2) We denote the identity component of the closed subgroup Stab(X, G) by B(X, G).

Lemma 7.14. Let X be a closed subvariety of a semi-abelian variety G. The closed subgroup B(X, G) is a
semi-abelian subvariety of G.
Proof. By definition, B(X, G) is connected, and since B(X, G) is a closed subgroup of G, we have
that B(X, G) is an algebraic group. Moreover, we have that B(X, G) is a connected and smooth
subgroup of G (see [Sta15, Tag 047N] for the statement on smoothness). The result now follows
from [Bri17, Corollary 5.4.6.(1)].

Definition 7.15 ([Voj99, Definition 1.2]). Let X be a closed subvariety of a semi-abelian variety G.
Consider the quotient G/B(X, G), which is a semi-abelian variety by [Bri17, Corollary 5.4.6.(1)].
The restriction to X of the quotient map G → G/B(X, G) exhibits X as a fiber bundle with fiber
B(X, G). This map X → X/B(X, G) is called the Ueno fibration of X.
To summarize, we have the following diagram
G

G/B(X, G)

X

X/B(X, G)

where X/B(X, G) ⊂ G/B(X, G) is a closed subvariety.
By the following result, the Ueno fibration of X allows us to identify closed subvarieties of a
semi-abelian variety which are of logarithmic general type.
Theorem 7.16 ([Voj99, Theorem 5.16]). Let X be a closed subvariety of a semi-abelian variety G/K, and
let D be an effective Weil divisor on X. Then, B(X \ D, G) = 0 if and only if X \ D is of logarithmic general
type.
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We can now prove Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem B. It is clear that if X is the translate of a semi-abelian subvariety, then Xan is Kanalytically special, so we need to prove the converse i.e., if Xan is K-analytically special then it is
the translate of a sem-abelian subvariety.
Let B(X, G) be the semi-abelian subvariety from Definition 7.13 and Lemma 7.14. By considering the Ueno fibration, we have a fibration X → X/B(X, G) where X/B(X, G) ⊂ G/B(X, G) is a
closed subvariety of a semi-abelian variety. Now Theorem 7.16 asserts that X/B(X, G) is of logarithmic general type, and by Theorem 7.2, we have that (X/B(X, G))an is pseudo-K-analytically
Brody hyperbolic. Moreover, Theorem A implies that X/B(X, G) must be zero-dimensional, and
hence X is isomorphic to B(X, G), which is the translate of a semi-abelian subvariety.

We record the following fact, which can be proven in exactly the same way as Theorem B, using
Ueno fibration and Vojta’s result. We note that the version for proper G is [JR20, Theorem 3.4].
Theorem 7.17. Let G/K be a semi-abelian variety and fix a smooth compactification G with boundary a
normal crossing divisor. Let X be a closed subvariety of G. Then X is special, in the sense of Definition 5.6,
if and only if X is a translate of a semi-abelian variety.
Proof of Corollary C. The proof follows immediately from Theorem B and Theorem 7.17.



Using Theorem B, we deduce that the quasi-Albanese map associated with a K-analytically special variety is surjective. First, we recall the definition of the quasi-Albanese variety associated
with a smooth, quasi-projective variety.
Definition 7.18 ([Ser59, Iit77]). Let V /K be a smooth variety. The quasi-Albanese map
α : V → QAlb(V)

is a morphism to a semi-abelian variety QAlb(V) such that:
(1) For any other morphism β : V → B to a semi-abelian variety B, there is a morphism
f : QAlb(V) → B such that β = f ◦ α, and
(2) the morphism f is uniquely determined.
Proposition 7.19. Let X/K be a smooth variety, and suppose that Xan /K is K-analytically special. Then,
the quasi-Albanese map is surjective.
Proof. The image of X in QAlb(X) is K-analytically special, as we can simply compose U →
Xan with the analytification of α. Moreover, by Theorem B, any K-analytically closed subvariety of QAlb(X) is the translate of a semi-abelian subvariety, which implies that the image of
X → QAlb(X) is the translate of a semi-abelian subvariety. The universal property of the quasiAlbanese (Definition 7.18) asserts that the image must equal QAlb(X).

8. K-analytically special surfaces of negative Kodaira dimension
In this section, we characterize K-analytically special surfaces of Kodaira dimension −∞ in
terms of their irregularity and their tempered fundamental group. In particular, we will prove the
following theorem.
Theorem 8.1 (= Theorem D). Let K be an algebraically closed, complete, non-Archimedean valued field
of characteristic zero. If X/K is a smooth, projective surface with κ(X) = −∞, then the following are
equivalent:
(1) X has irregularity q(X) less than 2;
(2) X is K-analytically special;
temp
(3) the tempered fundamental group π1 (XBer ) of XBer is virtually abelian.
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In this section we will be using Berkovich spaces rather than adic spaces, and we will write XBer
to denote the Berkovich analytification of X. Thanks to Theorem 2.3, there is not much harm in
doing so and we can use all the previously proven results. The choice of Berkovich spaces over
adic spaces is due to the fact that we will be using the tempered fundamental group, a notion first
introduced by André [And03] and whose definition we will recall below, and Berkovich spaces
are better when one discusses topological coverings.
8.2. The tempered fundamental group. For this section, we say that a K-manifold is a connected,
smooth, paracompact, strict Berkovich K-analytic space. We note that the analytification of a
smooth variety X/K will be a K-manifold by Lemma 2.10 and [Ber90, Theorem 3.4.8.(ii)]. Let
f : X ′ → X be a morphism of K-manifolds.
First, we recall the notion of an étale covering from [dJ95].
Definition 8.3. We say that f is an étale covering if X is covered by open subsets U such that
f−1 (U) = ⊔Vj and Vj → U is finite étale.
We now distinguish between several types of étale coverings.

Definition 8.4. Let f : X ′ → X be an étale covering and keep the notation from Definition 8.3.
• We say that f is a topological covering if we can choose U and Vj such that all the maps
Vj → U are isomorphisms.
• We say that f is a finite étale covering if f is also finite.
• We say that f is tempered if it is the quotient of the composition of a topological covering
Y ′ → Y and of a finite étale covering Y → X. Here quotient means that we have a diagram
ss
sss
y
s
X ′ ❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
%

Y′ ❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏$
X

Y
ttt
t
t
zt
t

or, equivalently, a tempered covering is an étale covering which becomes a topological
covering after pullback by some finite étale covering.
Using the language of fiber functors, we can define the topological, algebraic, tempered, and
étale fundamental group of a K-manifold (see [dJ95, Section 2] and [And03, Chapter 3, Section 2]).
top
alg
temp
For a K-manifold X, we will let π1 (X), π1 (X), π1 (X), and πét
1 (X) denote each of these respective fundamental groups. We now give an important set of examples of tempered fundamental
groups as well as a result concerning the birational invariance of the tempered fundamental group.
Example 8.5. The tempered fundamental group of the analytification of a smooth, projective curve
∼ P1 , then πtemp (CBer ) = {e},
C/K of genus g 6 1 is completely understood. Indeed, when C =
1
temp
b 2 or Z × Z,
b
and when C is an elliptic curve, we have that π1 (CBer ) is either isomorphic to Z
depending on the reduction type of E (see [And03, Chapter III, Section 2.3.2]).
Proposition 8.6. Let X, Y be a smooth, proper K-manifolds over K and let X 99K Y be a bi-meromorphic
temp
∼ πtemp (Y).
morphism. Then π1 (X) =
1

Proof. This is [Lep10, Proposition 1.5].



For our proof of Theorem D, it will be key for us to understand when the tempered fundamental
group of a curve is virtually abelian.
temp

Lemma 8.7. Let C/K be a smooth, projective curve. The tempered fundamental group π1
is virtually abelian if and only if the genus of C is less than two.
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(CBer ) of CBer

temp

Proof. When the genus of C is less than one, π1 (CBer ) is virtually abelian by Example 8.5.
temp
Conversely, we need to show that when C has genus greater than one, π1 (CBer ) is not virtutemp
ally abelian. First, we note that π1 (CBer ) is centerless, and hence non-abelian. This follows from
temp
alg
noting that the profinite completion of π1 (CBer ) is the algebraic fundamental group π1 (C) (see
[And03, p. 128, paragraph 2]), and the algebraic fundamental group of a curve is well-known to
temp
be centerless (see e.g., [Fal98, Lemma 1]). To conclude, we note that if π1 (CBer ) was virtually
abelian, then there would exist a finite étale covering C ′ → CBer whose tempered fundamental group is abelian. Note that C ′ is algebraic by non-Archimedean Riemann existence theorem
′
∼ C ′ . The genus
[Lüt93], and so there exists some smooth, projective curve C ′ such that C Ber =
′
of C ′ is strictly larger than the genus of C, and hence the tempered fundamental group of C Ber
cannot be abelian by the above discussion. Therefore, we have that if C has genus greater than
temp
one, π1 (CBer ) is not virtually abelian.

Proof of Theorem D. By Lemma 6.5 and Proposition 8.6, all of the proposed equivalent conditions
in the statement of Theorem D are birational invariants so we are free to make birational modifications. By the Enriques–Kodaira classification theorem (see e.g., [Har77, Chapter V, Theorem
6.1]), we know that a smooth, projective surface X of Kodaira dimension −∞ is birational to a
P1 -bundle over a curve C over K.
Since P1 admits no analytic differentials and is simply connected in either the topological or
tempered sense (see Example 8.5), we have that
q(X) = q(C),

top
∼ πtop (CBer ), and
π1 (XBer ) =
1

temp

π1

∼ πtemp (CBer ).
(XBer ) =
1
temp

To prove our result, we will show that having q(X) > 1 is equivalent to π1 (XBer ) not being
virtually abelian and to X not being K-analytically special. By the above, we have that q(X) > 1 if
and only if C has genus greater than one, and so the first statement follows from Lemma 8.7.
The second statement follows because a curve C of genus greater than 1 is K-analytically Brody
hyperbolic [JV18, Proposition 3.15]. Moreover, any analytic morphism from a big analytic open of
the analytification of a connected, finite type algebraic group will be constant in CBer by Remark 7.11,
and hence cannot be Zariski dense in XBer as it is contained in a fiber of the morphism X → C. Note
that if C has genus less than one, then X is birational to either P1 × E where E/K is an elliptic curve
or P1 × P1 , which are both clearly K-analytically special.

Remark 8.8. The proof of Theorem D tells us that one cannot replace the tempered fundamental
group with the topological fundamental group. To see this, it suffices to note that a curve C/K of
genus g > 2 with good reduction will have trivial topological fundamental group, which of course
is abelian. We will use this observation when formulating our non-Archimedean counterparts to
Campana’s conjectures in Section 9.
9. Non-Archimedean variants of Campana’s conjectures
In this final section, based on our results above, we formulate two non-Archimedean variants of
a series of conjectures of Campana concerning various notions of specialness and their relationship
to fundamental groups.
Conjecture 9.1 (Campana’s conjectures, extended to include k-analytically special). Let X/k be a
smooth projective variety. The conditions (1) — (4∞ ) and (1) — (4p ) are equivalent:
(1) X is special (Definition 5.2, Definition 5.4);
(2) X is geometrically special (Definition 5.14);
(3) X is arithmetically special (Definition 5.17);
(4∞ ) if k = C, X is Brody special (Definition 5.11);
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(4p ) if k is a complete, non-Archimedean valued field, X is k-analytically special (Definition 6.1).
Conjecture 9.2 (Campana’s abelianity conjecture for fundamental groups, extended to include
k-analytically special). Let X/k be a smooth projective variety. The conditions (1) — (4∞ ) and (1) —
(4p ) are equivalent:
(1) If k = C and X is special, then π1 (Xan ) is virtually abelian.
(2) If k = C and X is Brody special, then π1 (Xan ) is virtually abelian.
(3) If k = C and X is geometrically special, then π1 (Xan ) is virtually abelian.
(4∞ ) If k = C and X is arithmetically special, then π1 (Xan ) is virtually abelian.
temp
(4p ) If k is a complete, non-Archimedean valued field and XBer is k-analytically special, then π1 (XBer )
is virtually abelian.
Remark 9.3. The complex analytic part of Conjecture 9.1, namely the equivalence of conditions (1)
and (4∞ ), has equivalent incarnation via the Kobayashi pseudo-metric. In [Cam04, Conjecture
9.2], Campana asked if for a proper variety X/C, X being special is equivalent to the Kobayashi
pseudo-metric dX vanishing identically on Xan . For a discussion on the Kobayashi pseudo-metric
and its relation to hyperbolicity, we refer the reader to [Kob98]. Cherry [Che96] offered a nonArchimedean variant of the Kobayashi pseudo-metric, however his notion seems to not correctly
capture hyperbolic or special properties of a variety. For example, he proves (loc. cit. Theorem 4.6)
that his non-Archimedean Kobayashi pseudo-metric is a genuine metric on an abelian variety.
In forthcoming work [Mor], the first author provides a new definition of a non-Archimedean
Kobayashi pseudo-metric, which does seem to correctly capture hyperbolic and special properties of a variety. As an illustration of this claim, the author shows that for K an algebraically
closed, complete, non-Archimedean valued field of characteristic zero that contains a countable
dense subset and X a good, connected Berkovich K-analytic space, if this new non-Archimedean
Kobayashi pseudo-metric dX is in fact a metric, then X is K-analytically Brody hyperbolic in the
sense of in the sense of [JV18, Definition 2.3]. With this result and others, it seems natural to conjecture that for such a K, a Berkovich K-analytic space is K-analytically special if and only if this
new non-Archimedean Kobayashi pseudo-metric dX is identically zero on X.
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